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Message from the Editors
We hope this issue finds you well rested from summer and gearing up for a fabulous new school
year. As we strive to have a wider reach in both readership and scholarship, you will notice this issue
is available in two formats: a web-based, searchable format and a PDF version. We are also
scheduling Question the Author (QtA) sessions on facebook, and you will soon receive an email with
a schedule of these opportunities to chat with the authors. It will be a great way to have several
shared state-wide conversations as part of your back-to-school professional reading!
There are six featured articles focused on a variety of issues. As students return to school, K-12
teachers will address issues of bullying as required by Texas law, and this issue of the Texas Journal
of Literacy Education opens with the use of young adult literature (YAL) as a catalyst for discussing
the dilemmas of this complex issue. You will find ideas on how to utilize YAL to provide case
studies for your focus on anti-bullying. We also take a look at how the structure of ABC books
provides opportunities to explore any topic from twenty-six perspectives – at any grade level. As we
continue to strive for increased reading comprehension, we peek into a second-grade classroom to
see how reading comprehension workstations provide the independent practice needed by students to
support increased comprehension. These research-based workstations and routines can be adapted to
any grade level. You will also read about how two teacher educators are using Pinterest in their
literacy courses to support both the creation and sharing of content and teaching ideas as well as
learning critical curation of literacy lessons.
Throughout this issue you will find a heavy emphasis on writing. Most of the articles above have a
strong integrated writing component. Additionally, we have articles that focus specifically on
writing as a tool for inquiry learning and as a way to support content learning with both K-12
students and preservice teachers. One article describes an adaptation of Janet Allen’s Writing to
Learn process to engage students in the critique, analysis, and evaluation of concepts and ideas
encountered while reading to support their own inquiry and research. Sanchez and Lewis report on
their research investigating preservice teachers’ deeper understanding of their coursework content
knowledge using a writing to learn process in order to shape their thinking about the new knowledge
they are learning. Finally, you will find the second installment of the TALE Board’s special series
comparing the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) with the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS). You will discover how the emphasis on research is of particular importance in
the state of Texas, while the CCSS places special emphasis on argument.
As always, we wish to thank all those who submitted their work and those who reviewed
submissions. This journal would not be possible without the work of practicing teachers, graduate
students, and educational researchers. If you know of a colleague doing wonderful work, offer to
help write it up in order to share it with others. Submit the kind of work you like to read about! Our
next submission deadline is January 20, 2015 for the Summer 2015 issue. You will find the
manuscript submission form at http://www.texasreaders.org/journal.html. Look for the winter issue at
the end of the semester.
Best wishes,
Leslie Haas, Susan Szabo, Debra Lee, and Sheri Vasinda
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Using Young Adult Literature to Provide Case Studies for
Discussion of Bullying:
An Analysis of the 2014 Pura Belpré Award Winner
Amy Cummins
University of Texas Pan American
Abstract
Analyzing Meg Medina’s young adult novel Yaqui Delgado Wants to Kick Your Ass (2013)
through the lens of multidisciplinary research on school bullying provides a case study in using
young adult literature (YAL) to stimulate high school discussions about bullying. Strategies for
using anti-bullying YAL and recommendations of additional resources by and about Latinas/os
are provided. Medina’s novel, which earned the 2014 Pura Belpré Award recognizing
excellence in the portrayal of the Latina/o experience, challenges teen hesitation to report
bullying and demonstrates the need for peer and adult intervention in bullying
The Problem of Bullying in Schools
School bullying is a recognized problem
studied by psychologists, sociologists, and
educators. Bullying can be defined as
“aggression that is intentional, repeated, and
characterized by an imbalance of power
between the perpetrator and the target,”
while the harassment specific to
cyberbullying “is perpetrated by using
technology including the Internet and
cellular phones” (Romero et al., 2013, p.
161). The overall prevalence of bullying is
not known with certainty because some
studies “indicate that approximately 20-25%
of youths are directly involved in bullying as
perpetrators, victims, or both” (Juvonen &
Graham, 2014, p. 161), while other studies
show that “between 6% to 13% of students
report moderate or frequent involvement” in
victimization or bullying (Peskin, Tortolero,
& Markham, 2006, p. 468). The absence of
a standardized measurement of behaviors
and variation in questions complicates
comparison of research. In addition, young
adults often “do not want to admit that they
have ‘bullied’ other students” even if they
might admit to actions such as teasing,
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shunning, and insulting them (Peskin,
Tortolero, & Markham, 2006, p. 478).
One study of “urban, low socioeconomic
Black and Hispanic middle and high school
youth” in the Houston area found that
“approximately 7% of students were bullies,
12% were victims, and 5% were bullyvictims” (Peskin, Tortolero, & Markham,
2006, p. 474). A psychological study in
2009 data to uncover possible associations
among bullying, cyberbullying, and suicide
among Latina, primarily Mexican American,
adolescent girls in Arizona differentiated
between school bullying and online bullying
(Romero et al., 2013). The study indicated
that 18% of students admitted bullying
others in school, and 18% admitted
cyberbullying online, while 23% of students
admitted being a victim of school bullying,
and 26% admitted being a victim of
cyberbullying (Romero et al., 2013, p. 168).
The researchers suggest that “the statewide
political climate of Arizona that has been
increasingly anti-immigrant and anti-Latino”
plays a possible role by impacting “the
experiences of adolescents in terms of
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stereotypes, discrimination, and racial
profiling that can lead to victimization”
(Romero et al., 2013, p. 170). Peskin et al.
(2007) likewise stated that “for minority
youth in particular, other stresses may
exacerbate” peer victimization (p. 374).
The Significance of Yaqui Delgado Wants
to Kick Your Ass
Teachers looking for quality fiction with
Latino/a characters and written by Latino/a
authors can rely on the Pura Belpré Award.
This ALA (American Library Association)
prize began in 1996 as a collaborative effort
between The National Association to
Promote Library and Information Services
to Latinos and the Spanish Speaking
(REFORMA) and the Association for
Library Service to Children (ALSC), a
division of the ALA (Naidoo, Battle, &
Garza de Cortés, 2011). The Pura Belpré
Award recognizes excellence in the
portrayal of the Latino/a experience in
children’s and young adult literature. To be
eligible, authors must be “Latinos,” defined
for this award as “people whose heritage
emanates from any of the Spanish-speaking
cultures of the Western hemisphere,” and
currently “reside in the United States”
(Naidoo, Battle, & Garza de Cortés, 2011, p.
93). Each year, there is one author award
winner for narrative and one illustrator
award winner, with up to three more books
designated honor books. Due to elevating
awareness about new books and signaling
quality, book prizes can help an author gain
a place in school curricula.
In addition to the Pura Belpré Medal,
Medina’s novel won the International Latino
Book Award in the category of Best Young
Adult Fiction in English. It was named a
Commended Book for the Américas Award
and earned a Cybils Award (Children’s and
Young Adult Bloggers Literary Awards) in
the YA fiction category. The novel was also
on the Kirkus Best Books for Teens List and
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the School Library Journal Best Books List
in 2013. A Junior Library Guild Selection,
Yaqui Delgado Wants to Kick Your Ass was
placed on the American Library
Association’s Best Fiction for Young Adults
List, Young Adult Library Services
Association (YALSA) Top Ten Quick Picks
for Reluctant Readers, and the 2014
TAYSHAS Reading List from the Texas
Library Association.
While previous Pura Belpré Award winners
include incidents of bullying, Medina is the
first winner to focus primarily on school
bullying faced by the protagonist. Set in the
present time in Queens, New York, the book
can be categorized as a young adult (YA)
problem novel that presents a social issue
within a realistic work of literary fiction.
Tenth-grader Piedad (Piddy) Sanchez’s
mother moves them to a new apartment that
seems better maintained and in which Piddy
can finally have her own bedroom. But
Piddy’s transfer to a new school results in a
brutal bullying experience by female
classmates who hurt her physically,
academically, and psychologically. A
videotaped beating circulates online and
almost causes Piddy to drop out of school.
Her goal of becoming a scientist who works
with large animals, particularly elephants,
gets threatened when she becomes unable to
concentrate on schoolwork. Other conflicts
include Piddy’s quest to learn more about
her absent father, her wish to build a better
relationship with her stressed mother, and
her effort to develop friendships within her
peer group.
The daughter of Cuban immigrants, Medina
grew up in Queens, New York. Her mother
was a teacher in Cuba, but after fleeing
Cuba during the Revolution, she found
employment in a transistor factory. Medina
has known her husband since the age of five
because his mother worked in the same
factory. For Women’s History Month in
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2014, Medina was named among the “CNN
Ten: Visionary Women” as a “reading
revolutionary” whose goals are to “examine
the impact of bullying on Latina girls and
show that biculturalism can foster
resilience” (C. Rodriguez, 2014, p. 10).
Medina has published three other books.
The bullying plot in Yaqui Delgado Wants
to Kick Your Ass (2013) has its origins in
Medina’s life. As Medina stated in her
speech accepting the Pura Belpré Award in
June 2014:
With a single sentence in the seventh
grade—a threat that someone was
going to beat me up—I started on a
downward journey that lasted for
much of my teen years. I stopped
liking school. My grades dropped. I
felt lost from my family. It made me
distrustful and sad, and brought me
to choices that frankly I hate to
remember, even today. (p. 1)
These words could equally describe Piddy.
The novel’s autobiographical basis
strengthens its emotional intensity. Medina
(2014) said that her book is both about
bullying and also “about how a Latina here
in the United States stays connected with her
culture and finds her clave—that unshakable
sense of herself—so that she can dance over
the world’s troubles no matter how heavily
they are heaped on her” (p. 3).
The Effects of Bullying
Medina’s novel demonstrates all four main
categories of bullying: “direct-physical (e.g.,
theft, assault), direct-verbal (e. g. threats,
insults), indirect-relational (e. g. social
ostracizing, rumor spreading), and
cyberbullying” (Romero et al., 2013, p.
162). The indirect-relational and directverbal are the first stages Piddy experiences,
then the bullying escalates to the directphysical and cyberbullying categories. In
each stage, peers and adults do not intervene
Texas Journal of Literacy Education
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until the end of the book, and Piddy does not
ask for help. Reading this book reveals the
importance of speaking up by victims,
bystanders, and family members.
The book’s opening line, “Yaqui Delgado
wants to kick your ass,” is reported to Piddy
by a classmate named Vanessa, who walks
away before Piddy can ask, “Who is Yaqui
Delgado?” (p. 1). Possible motives for
Yaqui’s behavior include resentment that
Yaqui’s boyfriend admires Piddy’s
appearance and a wish to retain social
dominance. Yaqui may think Piddy
considers herself superior. When Piddy
enters the cafeteria, she sees “the Latin
zone” but does not sit there because she does
not recognize anyone from class and
because they seem “a rougher bunch” than
Piddy is accustomed to at her previous
school (p. 6). Piddy, whose mother is from
Cuba and father from the Dominican
Republic, never mentions any Latina
students being nice to her, and several are
mean in gym class (p. 6). In the cafeteria,
Piddy sits with classmates from Physics.
Piddy’s newcomer position in the middle of
high school means that she has not
developed any friendships that will provide
support. She reflects, “Since we’ve moved,
I’ve had to start over” (p. 5). Piddy is on her
own and vulnerable. The large institution,
which has 2,500 students, does not help this
transfer student make connections with
classmates. This situation corresponds with
risk factors described by psychologists
Juvonen and Graham (2014)
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worthwhile. The buffering effect of
even one friendship is well
documented in the victimization
literature, and these underutilized
findings could be incorporated into a
preventive approach. (p. 177)
Piddy’s only two quasi-friends at her new
school are Darlene Jackson and Rob Allen.
Darlene, who works as a student aide in the
guidance office, is a gossip who gives Piddy
information, such as calling to say Yaqui
was caught stealing a cell phone (p. 95).
Piddy tutors Darlene to get her to share
Yaqui’s schedule and cover for Piddy’s
absences. But Darlene’s strategy is
avoidance. After a hallway incident in
which Piddy is hit in the head and her
elephant necklace yanked off her neck,
Darlene’s response is: “You’re not going to
tell, are you? If you are, leave me out of it,
for God’s sake. I don’t want to be a
witness” (p. 72). Darlene walks away rather
than standing up for Piddy or reporting the
aggression. Darlene only gives Piddy some
hope of an escape by handing her an
application for J. C. McCleary, a scienceoriented magnet school, and urging her to
apply for admission.
Piddy is also given an application for the
magnet school by Rob Allen, a classmate
who is “crazy smart” but seems to have “not
a single friend” (p. 5). Rob knows Piddy’s
fear of Yaqui because he has read the
English essay in which she wrote about a
Frankenstein-esque monster based on Yaqui.
When their teacher unwittingly places
Piddy’s essay on the bulletin board, Rob
sees Piddy’s fearful expression and removes
her writing to protect Piddy from Yaqui’s
gang (p. 139). Rob later becomes the only
person to report the bullying and get adult
intervention for Piddy. Rob does so
primarily because Piddy showed caring for
him by covering over the insults written on
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his locker, for Rob is also a victim of
bullying.
Worry about Yaqui dominates Piddy’s
thinking so she cannot concentrate on
anything else. In class, Piddy wonders,
“Could she have spies in this very room?”
(p. 32). Whereas Piddy was previously an
excellent student, now she dreads going to
Daniel Jones High School:
DJ’s a mind-erasing miasma, and it’s
eating my brain. I forget everything
about velocity. I can’t remember the
reasons we were in World War I.
Each period, I stare at the clock,
thinking about getting from one class
to the next without meeting Yaqui,
like that’s the real test. Sitting in
class is just what I do in between. (p.
70)
Her downward spiral goes unnoticed. Piddy
feels surrounded: “It’s like everywhere I
look there’s a bully in my face” (p. 57).
Piddy even changes her appearance and tries
a chola makeup style so she can look like “a
girl tough enough to face Yaqui” (p. 152),
but she no longer looks like herself.
The Anti-Bullying Program
Medina exposes the school’s ineffective
actions toward stopping bullying. When
Piddy sees a sign on the bulletin board that
says “bully-free zone, Stand up. Speak out.”
the ridiculousness makes her “almost laugh
out loud” (p. 75). The new Stand Up/Speak
Out program, SUSO, appears to lacks
substance and involvement because there is
no evidence of its existence except the sign.
When Piddy sees the word “Homo” written
on Rob’s locker next to hers, Piddy thinks
“Where’s the bully-free zone now?” (p. 98)
and uses a marker to cover the writing as a
caring gesture. Because possession of a
Sharpie-brand marker is “contraband per the
student handbook” (p. 99), Piddy gets
reported to the Dean of Student Discipline,
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Mr. Flatwell, by a coach who sees her with
the marker.
	
  

Teen readers will want to discuss how the
school handles Piddy’s “graffiti” while
ignoring other problems such as anti-gay
insults and peer violence. Mr. Flatwell
gives no credence to Piddy’s explanation,
nor does he do anything to help Rob.
Because Piddy sees Mr. Flatwell ignore
what is happening to Rob, she has no
confidence he would care about her or any
other victim of bullying. Piddy even asks
Mr. Flatwell, “This school is supposed to be
a Bully-Free Zone, isn’t it?” (p. 101), but he
changes the subject. Pointing out her tardies
and detention, he asks her, “Any reason
you’re having trouble getting to class?” (p.
101). His strict demeanor and
mispronunciation of her name contribute to
Piddy’s alienation. Piddy feels, “If I tell him
about Yaqui, everything will just get worse.
Being a narc means you’re too weak to take
care of yourself” so she would become
“even more of a social outcast,” and it
would be “open season for anyone to get
after me” (p. 101). Piddy fails to take the
chance to report Yaqui’s bullying.
The fact that Piddy’s minor act is treated as
vandalism and punished with Saturday
detention while more damaging situations
are overlooked shows that this school has
serious problems with creating a safe
learning environment for all students.
Medina develops a theme that students
should not let themselves or others be
bullied but also an acknowledgement that
justice is not always served. Young adults
can be assertive, not cowed by peers or
authority figures. Piddy’s skepticism and
fear of retaliation are understandable, but
lack of intervention allows Yaqui Delgado’s
bullying to worsen.
When Yaqui attacks Piddy, a video
recording is posted online, which represents
Texas Journal of Literacy Education
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cyberbullying. Near Piddy’s own
apartment, within sight of the high school,
Yaqui takes photographs with her cell phone
while she violently assaults Piddy. Yaqui
grabs her hair, yanks her around, and throws
her on the ground. Piddy tries to twist away
and fight back, “but nothing stops [Yaqui]
from toppling me and pressing my face into
the pavement. She kicks me hard in the
ribs” (p. 161). Yaqui pulls Piddy’s shirt
over her head, tearing it off of her, then rips
her brassiere and pulls it off completely.
Piddy is dressed only in her jeans, exposed
to view. People drive by slowly and look.
When Yaqui finally walks away with her
crew, she grinds Piddy’s elephant pendant
into the pavement, symbolizing the
destruction of Piddy’s dreams (p. 162).
Neighbor Mrs. Boika watches from her
window but does nothing.
Bystanders—filling the third role in the
bullying triad of bully, victim, and
bystanders—can include “assistants,
reinforcers, outsiders, or defenders” (Baer
and Glasgow, 2008, p. 80). Yaqui’s lunch
table compatriots are her assistants and
reinforcers. Vanessa and the other girls
perpetuate the bullying violence because
they support Yaqui, videotape the assault,
and post it publicly online. Mrs. Boika and
the people who drive by without stopping
are blameworthy too. Moreover, all the
people who watch the video and never
report it become bystanders who allow
bullying to be perpetuated. Only Rob
reports it through an anonymous tip; while
the Stand Up/Speak Out program is
ineffective overall, it at least provides a way
to submit a report.
The Need for Intervention
In Medina’s novel, delay in notifying adult
authority figures comes across as a wrong
choice, and intervention improves the
victim’s circumstances. This is significant
because, in a study of how selected YA
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fiction portrays the role of adults, Jones,
Dennis, Torres-OvRick, and Walker (2014)
point out that some books portray adult
intervention negatively; such literature
might exacerbate bully victims’ “hesitation
to communicate the harassment to adults”
and doubts that teachers or parents could
help (p. 76). This novel represents but does
not reward or endorse teen refusal to report
bullying. Piddy’s unwillingness to speak up
is not presented favorably as the model for
readers. Medina’s book demonstrates
further that peers and adult family members
need to advocate for each other and assert
rights to a safe education.

“Piddy’s dead, Ma, I want to explain. Gone.
Adiós. I picture myself like one of those
Day of the Dead skeletons wearing a grin”
(p. 168). Yet after a friend’s mother in the
old neighborhood gets beaten so severely
that she is hospitalized, Piddy thinks, “Why
didn’t she just tell the truth? Why was she
apologizing?” (p. 207). Piddy seems to
sense a connection to her own situation of
being a victim of assault, but she still neither
reports it nor realizes that bystanders have
some duty to try to help. When women do
not see examples of authorities’ fixing a
broken situation, they become unwilling to
speak up at all.

When Lila errs in not reporting the attack,
she makes a mistake in her role as Clara’s
and Piddy’s comadre. A comadre, the
Latina term for a relative, godmother, or
close woman friend who advises and cares
for family members, is “someone who
makes people into a family” (Canales, 2005,
p. 5). Lila fills this role powerfully until she
allows the beating to go unpunished. Lila
sees Piddy’s injuries firsthand because
Piddy calls her for help after it happens.
Lila honors Piddy’s begging that Lila not to
tell Clara because Piddy fears what she
thinks will happen: “I’ll get dragged to the
dean’s office with Yaqui to shake her hand
and say sorry, because nobody ever gets
expelled at DJ, no matter what they do”
(Medina, 2013, p. 164). Lila motivates
Piddy to return to work and school, but she
appears to mistrust institutions and does not
report the attack even when she is inside the
school to get Piddy’s absences excused.
Piddy remains at risk of failing out of school
and continuing to be a victim.
Clara does not perceive that something is
seriously wrong and assumes Piddy’s falling
grades are due to laziness. Clara accepts her
daughter’s claim that she has a black eye
because she fell on the stairs. After the
attack, Piddy secludes herself and thinks:

The report through the Stand Up/Speak Out
program causes Mr. Flatwell to call Piddy
into the Office of the Dean of Student
Discipline. SUSO is run by Miss
Castenado, a guidance counselor who seems
to be the only Latina/o adult Piddy meets at
Daniel Jones. Piddy finally acknowledges
the bullying and names her attacker. Yaqui
denies everything, but Piddy writes the web
address of the videotaped beating on Mr.
Flatwell’s notepad as proof. The URL is
burned into her brain because of how the
video exposes her. She knows that “the
whole school has seen it” (p. 218). Finally,
Piddy reveals the truth to her mother. Clara
and Lila go to school with Piddy to meet
with Mr. Flatwell. His solution is for Piddy
to leave by applying for “a safety transfer”
back to her previous school (p. 253). Piddy
agrees immediately. She and her mother
choose not to report Yaqui Delgado’s attack
to the police, probably due to mistrust of
institutions, fear of retaliation, and doubt
that it would help. No justice for the battery
of Piddy Sanchez is achieved.

	
  

The realistic ending demonstrates hope for
Piddy’s future without an over-simplified,
easy resolution. The last chapter takes place
in the spring when Piddy is back at her
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previous school and has not “seen or heard
from Yaqui or her crew” but remains
“scared that Yaqui will be waiting for me
again” (pp. 255, 256). In the closing scene,
Piddy and Clara are with their family friends
at Salón Corazón, where Piddy works on
Saturdays. When Piddy reads her
acceptance letter to the science magnet
school, this signals that her goals are back
on track. She will get to begin 11th grade in
a new school that will help her prepare for a
science career. The women play music and
dance together. The conclusion is one of
few optimistic moments in the novel.
Literature as Case Studies for Teaching
and Learning about Bullying and
Engaging in Literacy Skills
Case studies have traditionally been used as
teaching and learning tools in medicine and
business at the university level as catalysts
for discussion on complex issues. Because
case studies describe contextually rich
situations that involve complex dilemmas,
they provide opportunities for decision
making from multiple perspectives with
multiple consequences. According to
Barbara Davis (1993), teachers should use
case studies that are “complex enough to
raise interesting questions” and “amenable
to more than one solution” (p. 223). A good
case study will have “emotional as well as
intellectual involvement” so that “students
identify with the characters and the
problems that befall them” (Davis, 1993, p.
223.)
Using anti-bullying young adult literature
(YAL) in school is part of changing bully
culture. Literature against bullying can be
utilized in ways that meet state standards,
serve a positive social purpose, and deepen
understanding from both a traditional
literacy aspect and socially. R. J. Rodríguez
(2014a) argues that teachers should “embed”
lessons that counteract bullying and hate
Texas Journal of Literacy Education
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“into our English language arts curriculum
and instruction,” using the multitude of print
and online resources (Rodríguez, 2014a, p.
91). The situations and choices in antibullying literature such as Yaqui Delgado
Wants to Kick Your Ass are complex and
contextually rich cases, which merit
conversation with young adult readers in an
academic class, book club, or literature
circle. Discussion of this novel can help
address teen unwillingness to report and
challenge bullying behaviors, as readers
experience Piddy’s fear during
victimization. Because empathy is “one of
the factors associated with decreased
bullying and increased student intervention”
(Ansbach, 2012, p. 88), efforts to build
empathy among students can help them feel
the implications of their actions.	
  	
  
	
  

From Discussion to Writing
Writing persuasive texts to influence
attitudes and actions of specific audiences is
expected in the Texas Essential Knowledge
and Skills (TEKS) throughout middle school
and high school English Language Arts, and
social issues raised in YA fiction can
provide a basis for such writing. Persuasive
essays related to Medina’s novel could be
prompted by a question about who was most
helpful to Piddy, how bystanders should
respond when they see evidence of bullying,
and how young adults can overcome being
bullied. For instance, the “STOP and
DARE” writing method, which uses a SelfRegulated Strategy Development (SRSD)
model, can help students at all developmental levels learn how to write opinion
essays (De La Paz, 2001, p. 234). The
mnemonic STOP denotes “Suspend
judgment. Take a side. Organize ideas.
Plan more as you write,” and DARE stands
for “Develop your topic sentence. Add
supporting ideas. Reject possible arguments.
End with a conclusion” (De La Paz, 2001, p.
237). In addition to persuasive writing,
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Medina’s novel also provides the basis for
literary analysis essays on other conflicts.
Writers could address Piddy’s relationships
with her mother and her friends, interpret
how her physical environment affects her,
explore Piddy’s quest to learn about her
absent father, or analyze the women’s
supportive experiences in Salón Corazón.
Creative writing options with Medina’s
novel include emails or instant messages
between characters, articles for the school
magazine Rob edits, and alternate versions
of events as narrated by other characters.
Class members can create their own
multimedia anti-bullying messages through
social media and print media. These
encouraging messages could link with the
anti-bullying literature studied in class while
also enabling text-to-world connections.
Alternate assessment activities that vary
traditional test and essay formats provide
opportunities for audiences beyond the
teacher, thereby increasing motivation for
quality work. High school students “say that
writing for real audiences makes them feel
the assignment has more value to themselves
and others” (Ansbach, 2012, p. 91).
English teachers have published about
successful projects done in conjunction with
reading realistic fiction against bullying,
such as letter exchanges, process drama, and
multi-genre writing (Almeda, 2012;
Ansbach, 2012; Connolly and Giouroukakis,
2012; Baer & Glasgow, 2008). A cyberbullying letter exchange involved audiences
beyond the teacher, and “in researching and
writing to inform their audience, the
students taught themselves” about strategies
to use when encountering cyberbullying
(Connolly and Giouroukakis, 2012, p. 71).
Process drama encourages the creation of
unscripted scenes as participants “respond to
problems from a given perspective in a
specific situation” (Baer & Glasgow, 2008,
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p. 83). A “Classroom Geographic”
magazine that asks high school students to
explore their own “microcultures through
writing in the genre of magazine articles”
helps students to “affirm their identities and
the identities of their classmates and
organically move away from bullying
behavior toward acceptance and affirmation
of others” (Almeda, 2012, pp. 82, 86).
Ansbach (2012) has eleventh-grade students
read multiple nonfiction texts about bullying
and then craft poetry, stories, and posters
using different perspectives. In discussion
of anti-bullying novels, all three roles in the
bullying triad can be explored—victim,
bully, and bystander. Harmon and Henkin
(2014) provide questions to prompt
discussion of books on bullying.
More Recommended Anti-Bullying
Novels about Latina/o Characters
While Yaqui Delgado Is Going to Kick Your
Ass is the first Pura Belpré Award-winner to
have school bullying as the primary conflict
for the protagonist, many winners include
incidents of bullying, for it is an unfortunate
reality many Latinas/os experience. For
instance, in the 2013 winner, which takes
place in the late 1980s, Benjamin Alire
Sáenz’s Aristotle and Dante Discover the
Secrets of the Universe (2012) portrays a
close friendship that becomes love between
two best friends in El Paso. At one point,
Ari saves Dante’s life from a car accident.
Later, Dante, who is openly gay, falls victim
to a violent attack that hospitalizes him.
These books, and more, are recommended
by R. J. Rodríguez (2013b) in his listing of
YAL and other print and nonprint resources
for teachers to use for prevention of bullying
as they present the realism and complexity
associated with effective cases.
Another novel set in Texas, the 2006 Pura
Belpré Award winner includes two
memorable bullying incidents. In The
Tequila Worm by Viola Canales (2005),
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Sofia Casas has an encounter in the middle
school cafeteria with a girl calling her “Taco
Head” (p. 37). Sofia’s soccer coach helps
her to get through this by urging her to “kick
with your head” through academic
achievement and being her best (p. 39). The
advice sticks with Sofia, for whom school
success is a priority. The second incident
occurs when a tenth-grade classmate insults
Sofia with biased statements about Mexican
Americans and public disrespect of Sofia’s
Catholic religion. Other students do not
condone the bullying. The peer support as
well as self-assurance about her identity and
abilities strengthens Sofia to avoid getting
derailed from her goals.
While Medina’s novel reveals little about
the personal circumstances of bully Yaqui
Delgado, a new novel with a bullying
subplot gives some insights into the
perpetrator. In Estela Bernal’s Can You See
Me Now? (2014), thirteen-year-old Mandy
Silva, mourning the recent death of her
father and her mother’s estrangement due to
grief, gains new friends despite enduring
insults from classmate Haley. After
realizing Haley’s unhappy, broken home
life, Mandy reaches out to Haley,
confronting her while also sympathizing
with losses each has faced. By the end,
Mandy considers that she has great friends
“and room for plenty more, maybe even for
Haley” (p. 156). Redressing the bully’s
situation is crucial, and many bullies are
themselves victims at home or school, again
presenting a complex case to study. Romero
et al. (2013) urged exploration of
“restorative practices that aim to heal both
victim and bully” because they found, in
addition to a correlation between suicide
attempts and being a victim of bullies, that
“suicide ideation and plans were also
associated with being a bully” (p. 169).
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R. J. Palacio’s Wonder (2012) is a
bestselling book in which peers stand up for
acceptance and against bullying. Raquel
Jaramillo is the Colombian American
author’s real name. Popular with all ages
and suitable for readers in grades five and
above, Wonder also earned recognition on
the Best Children’s Books List for 2012
from Kirkus Reviews, Booklist, and School
Library Journal. Told through multiple,
alternating perspectives, Wonder describes
the transition to school by Auggie, a tenyear-old with severe craniofacial anomalies.
Auggie gains friends and self-confidence
even while facing mistreatment by a few
classmates at his private, preparatory school.
The main bully leaves at the end of the
school year.
New fiction with anti-bullying content can
be found through listening to fellow
teachers, librarians, and young adults,
reading professional reviews such as those
aggregated in the Children’s Literature
Comprehensive Database, following blogs,
and joining online communities for readers.
A non-fiction resource is Bullying Under
Attack: True Stories Written by Teen
Victims, Bullies, and Bystanders (Meyer et
al., 2013), which provides short, true
accounts that can be read individually and
are organized into categories including
“Survive It” and “Friend or Foe?” R. J.
Rodríguez (2013b) suggests current
anthologies and media that provide support
for preventing the bullying of Latina/o
students (pp. 166-167). In addition, schools
could invite input from parents and students
when selecting a book with bullying content
for an all-grade or all-school read, and
analysis, and discussion, thus increasing
buy-in.
Reading Meg Medina’s novel Yaqui
Delgado Wants to Kick Your Ass as a case
study to understanding the complexity of
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bullying is a positive step in the effort to
reduce bullying in our schools. This book
demonstrates that bully victims need to
speak up, the complexities surrounding their
hesitation to do so, and that adult family
members must advocate for their children.
Being a bystander is unacceptable because it
allows violence to be perpetuated. Antibullying programs are only as effective as
people’s willingness to participate and use
them.
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the Department of English at the University
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Using Alphabet Books Across Grade Levels:
More Than 26 Opportunities
Karen Sue Bradley
Jack Bradley
Texas A&M University-Kingsville
Abstract
In recent years, the popularity of alphabet books has spread into older grades, as they address a
variety of themes and can be used across disciplines. Their complexity can stimulate thinking
and offer a world of possibilities in the area of research. Students of all ages are motivated to
create an alphabet book on a self-selected topic. The purpose of this article is to highlight a
selection of alphabet books to highlight the literacy opportunities these books provide across
grade levels. Russell (2012) emphasizes the value of alphabet books in abstract concept
development, in their artistic creativity with information to stimulate learning, and in their pure
aesthetic charm. Alphabet books can provide a model for narrative or expository structure.
They can provide a structure for presenting information on a topic and they can facilitate
language development. This article will include suggested titles and activities for using these
books during instruction.
Alphabet books are currently enjoying a
renaissance in children’s literature. Some
alphabet books function as works of art
unified by a subject. Still others are
designed with the older child as the intended
audience, filled with artistic creativity and
information to guide or stimulate learning
(Russell, 2012).

Themed books, sequential books, and
potpourri books.

Themed Books
During the past two decades, the popularity
of alphabet books has expanded into older
grades, as they address a variety of themes,
and can be used across disciplines. Their
complexity can stimulate thinking and offer
a world of possibilities in the area of
research or inquiry, reading comprehension,
language development activities, and
narrative structure. Themed books present a
unique writing style with visuals of the
subject in various artistic styles.

The varied application of alphabet books in
today’s classrooms makes them an
ever-changing phenomenon as an entry
point into a unit of study, a structure for
research, or a mentor for author’s craft and
poetry. Anderson (2013) emphasizes the
value of alphabet books in developing
vocabulary, as well. Twenty-six letters
provide an opportunity to explore topics and
ideas with twenty-six or more facets. This
article highlights additional curricular
opportunities from a selection of alphabet
books, dividing them into three categories:

Texas Journal of Literacy Education

An Opportunity for Research
Alphabet books serve as great stimulators
for the research process. Students from
elementary through high school can create
alphabet books, which require them to
investigate 26 aspects of a topic. This
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allows students to research in a creative, yet
structured manner.
In M is for Majestic, (Domeniconi, 2003),
the theme depicted is the national parks
across the United States. The “M” pages
feature Mesa Verde National Park,
Mammoth Cave National Park, and Mount
Rainier National Park. To structure one
research activity with fourth and fifth
graders, the teachers:
• read aloud portions of the text and
explained the process of using this
text as a mentor to support a
structure for the research of
individual national parks.
• guided pairs of students to select a
national park to research.
• guided the brainstorming of 26
concepts related to that park.
• assisted student pairs as they
considered multiple concepts related
to the identified pages.
• modeled the activity using the “Q”
pages as stimulus for Carlsbad
Caverns National Park. For
Example: The “Queen’s Chamber”
is one of the underground chambers
found on the way to the “King’s
Chamber.”
• guided students in brainstorming a
list of ideas linked to two pages
consisting of visuals and text relating
to the concept, “Q is for Queen’s
Chamber.”. At this point, students
were encouraged to add words from
their background knowledge. The
teacher showed a tourist pamphlet on
the caverns, which prompted
“tourism.”
During the brainstorming, students were
encouraged to look at multiple sources as
they completed their activity (internet,
textbook, tourist material, magazines, etc.):
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Archeologists look for what people
did in caves.
Bats, Big Room is largest
Cave, Chamber formation
Damp
Elevator
Limestone
Natural occurring
Open to hikers
Stalactites, Stalagmites
As a class, the students and teachers
brainstormed the following research
questions:
• How did these caves develop?
• Were they already there?
• What are geologists and
archeologists looking for in studying
the caves?
• Is the limestone chamber expected to
change over time? Why or why not?
• What kinds of tourist activities are
available at the National Park?
During the process, the teachers emphasized
that their questions could be different. As
students worked in groups, teachers
circulated to ensure their questions were
open-ended. As students started researching
they found new questions that interested
them. The simple alphabet book served as a
focus to begin researching by providing
structure. It was exciting to observe the
enthusiasm that filled the room during
brainstorming and research structured by the
ABC activity. Additional lessons included
how to locate references (online, texts,
periodicals, atlases, webpages), record data
to see relationships (convert charts,
diagrams, etc. into notes), identify author,
title, and page number of the source,
develop a topic sentence and summarize
findings.
Themed books open the door to a variety of
research activities in both social studies and
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science. During the last decade, ABC books
have been published on just about every
state in the country. These books relate
information about significant people, places
and events that reflect the diversity of
America.
Sharon Asta and Jeanne Donovan’s ABC’s
of Hawaii describes Hawaii’s treasures on
each page. However, each page also
encourages students to think and discover
more about that subject. The “F” page says,
“F is for flowers.” The final sentence says,
“How do you think the Bird of Paradise got
its name?” The “D” page says, “D is for
Diamond Head.” “Diamond Head is a dead
volcano. Will Mariko see any flowers
growing high on the slope? Why or why
not?”
Carol Crane’s “L” is for Lone Star has a
poem to represent the lettered concept in
addition to expository information. The
“W” page says, “W is for windmills
spinning on a tower, Some are pumping
water, Others making power.” Allyn (2013)
states “Let us offer alternate ways for some
of our diverse learners to record their ideas:
through an acceptance of their writing skills,
through sketches, diagrams, and drawings
instead of sentences” (pp. 119-120). The
key is student interest and involvement.
Appendix A lists a selection of additional
state themed alphabet books with a short
descriptor of additional teaching
opportunities.
An Opportunity for Multicultural Studies
Alphabet books can be an entry point to
multicultural studies and awareness.
Multicultural studies can also contribute to
building self-esteem for all students
regardless of their specific culture or ethnic
group. It encourages students to have pride
in their heritage and inspires them to share
their experiences as well as encourages
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children to be sensitive to the similarities
and differences among people. An
interesting activity is to have students create
a class alphabet book about their names,
what their names means, and why their
parents gave them that name. Alphabet
Soup (2002) by Abbie Zabar, presents food
from all over the world, briefly describing
its origin and how it is prepared. Students
are introduced to dim sum from China, x-ray
fish from South Africa, and ugli fruit from
Jamaica.
Norton (2011) emphasizes the value of
alphabet books that help depict the lives and
cultures of diverse people. Jambo Means
Hello: Swahili Alphabet Book, by Muriel
Feelings introduces African Swahili words
and customs. The “I” page says I – ibada
means worship and explains that the Muslim
religion is one of the most widespread in
eastern Africa.
An Opportunity for Cross-discipline
Studies
A large variety of themed books are also
available for introducing a science theme. V
for Vanishing: An Alphabet of Endangered
Animals, by Patricia Mullins (1993),
introduces the concept of extinction. Other
recent examples which might catch the
interest of elementary students include: The
Underwater Alphabet, by Jerry Pallotta
(1991), Z is for Zamboni: A Hockey
Alphabet, by Matt Napier (2002), Z is for
Moose by Kelly Bingham (2012), and
Anteaters to Zebras, by Alan Fletcher
(2012).
Zoo Flakes ABC by Will Howell (2002)
presents familiar animals within beautifully
cut snowflakes. The white snowflakes stand
out against the black background. NBA
Action A to Z, by James Preller (1997), can
stir interest in the unmotivated student. This
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alphabet book captures the excitement and
energy of NBA basketball.
An Opportunity to Support Narrative
Text Studies
Themed alphabet books support narrative
text analysis, too. Students can effectively
analyze characters in a novel using creative
writing formats like the “alpha-biography,
where students describe significant events,
people, possessions, or emotions of a
character associated with each letter of the
alphabet” (Lukens, Smith, Coffel, 2013, p.
126). When discussing characters, students
often think of the external characteristics
because they are more obvious. However,
the character’s core qualities, motivations,
and relationships are deeper and make
students think. For example, in the story,
The Three Little Javelinas, by Susan Lowell
(2009), the wolf is sneaky and clever, but
more importantly, he is a loner and
motivated by hunger. Creating an alphabet
book that analyzes characters will require
making inferences and deep thinking.

Sequential Books
Sequential ABC books are the rarest type of
ABC book and follow a narrative story line,
therefore providing additional opportunities
for the study of literary elements. K is for
Kitten (2002), by Niki Leopold and Susan
Jeffers relates the story of a little girl’s
discovery of a kitten in an alley and their
adventures. An Alphabet Adventure (2000),
by Mick Inkpen, forms a narrative by having
Kipper and Arnold search for objects that
begin with each letter. Dog’s ABC: A silly
story about the alphabet (2000), by Emily
Dodd, follows a dog as he patrols the
neighborhood. It is an amusing story as the
dog seems to always be in trouble.
Many narrative ABC books are written in
the first person. Patricia Polacco’s, G is for
Goat (2003), is another example of a
narrative. The text is written in the first
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

person about the author’s experiences
growing up raising goats on a Michigan
farm. The Path of the Quiet Elk: A Native
American Alphabet (1996), by Virginia
Stroud, uses a narrative to introduce
philosophies of Native America influenced
by the author’s Cherokee and Kiowa
ancestry. A small girl is led by a wise elder
to understand the relationship of nature to
her people as she comes to crossroads
(clever use of the letter X) in life. One way
students can effectively analyze characters
in a novel is by using creative writing
formats like the “alpha-biography, where
they describe significant events, people,
possessions, or emotions of a character
associated with each letter of the alphabet”
(Lukens, Smith, Coffel, 2013, p. 126).
Opportunities for Differentiated
Narrative Text Studies
The simple story lines and clever inclusion
of alphabet sequence provide support for the
struggler and challenge for fluent learners,
thus offering great opportunities for
differentiation. In the following activity,
students are asked to think of places a
character might travel as they move
sequentially through the alphabet,
developing an effective plot. Examples
include:
Sally had a busy day. She planned to go to
the airport to pick up her friends.
But she got on the wrong bus and got lost.
She ended up in the country.
Allyn (2013) states, “Let us offer alternate
ways for some of our diverse learners to
record their ideas: through an acceptance of
their writing skills, through sketches,
diagrams, and drawings, instead of
sentences” (pp. 119-120). The key is
student interest and involvement. Zany
sentences or poetry can be a beginning for
some students, while drawing is for others.
There’s a Zoo in Room 22 (2000), written by
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Judy Sierra, presents the alphabet in twentyseven hilarious poems which are structured
around a narrative involving classroom pets.
It begins, “We asked Miss Darling, ‘May we
get a truly awesome classroom pet?’ She
answered, ‘Yes, or better yet, Let’s choose a
whole pet alphabet.’”
An Alphabet in Five Acts, by Karen Born
Anderson (1993), is an interesting variation
on the alphabet using sequences of letters
with corresponding vivid pictures. For
example: The last act, or the last sequence
of letters in the alphabet, makes up the last
five pages of the book. The text on the
pages reads, “Vernon washes Xavier’s Yak.
Zowie!” (pp. 26-30). Using this book as an
example, students can write and illustrate
their own zany sentences.

From AN ALPHABET IN FIVE ACTS by Karen Born
Anderson. Text copyright © 1993 by Karen Born
Anderson. Illustrations copyright © 1993 by Flint Born.
Used by permission of Dial Books for Young Readers, a
division of Penguin Group (USA) LLC

Alphaboat, by Michael Chesworth (2002), is
definitely a different alphabet book. Filled
with both visual and verbal puns, this book
includes concepts like the apostrophe and
silent letters. It is intended for students who
already know the alphabet as it uses a form
somewhat like textisms. It begins, “The
Alphaboat must have a crew! i, m, coming
u, r, too.” Toward the end of the book the
text shows a map and reads, “Our good ship
makes the Great S Cape” (p. 23).

	
  

From ALPHABOATS © Michael Chesworth. Reprinted by
permission of Farrar, Straus, & Giroux. All rights reserved.

Opportunities for Research in a
Sequential Structure
Sequential story books can also provide
structure in researching. In one activity,
students research a self-selected animal, and
report on the animal in the first person, with
each page sequenced alphabetically. In the
activity, the key words are highlighted on
each page, as in the following example:
I am an American Alligator
With a Broad face and a somewhat
rounded Body.
I am the largest of all members of the
Crocodile family.
Using the sequence of the alphabet,
sequential ABC books support and reinforce
sequential text structures starting with the
sequential structure of the alphabet with the
potential to support more expository
sequential structures.

Potpourri Books
Potpourri alphabet books may be the ones
with which readers are most familiar. These
have traditionally been the type of books
where unrelated items are grouped by
alphabet letter. There are no themes and
they are not uniform in topic. However,
tone or illustrations give them their unity
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and distinct style. The Butterfly Alphabet
(1996), by Kjell Sandved shows an alphabet
of butterflies. The alphabet is hidden on the
wings of butterflies. On the opposite pages
is a couplet with one word highlighted in a
different color. For example, on the “A”
page, the text says, “On wings aloft across
the skies—An alphabet of butterflies.” The
“B” page says, “Each butterfly in secret
brings a letter hidden in its wings.” The
words alphabet and butterfly are highlighted
on those pages. Included at the end of the
book is a non-fiction section about the
different types of butterflies shown in the
book.
Opportunities for Creative Expression
and Vocabulary Development
Potpourri ABC books offer the greatest
degree of latitude to the author (Matulda,
2008). Brad Sneed’s Picture a Letter
(2002), is a wordless alphabet book, “Every
letter has a picture of a funny, whimsical
scene of actions and objects that all have
something in common; their first letter.” It
is challenging and fun for students to name
the objects and actions with the words and
phrases beginning with each letter.
Alphabeasts (2002), by Wallace Edwards is
heralded for merging elements of fantasy
with reality in this alphabet book of rhyming
couplets.
A is for Alligator
awake from a dream.
B is for Bat
slurping ice cream (pp. 2-3).
Tomorrow’s Alphabet (1996), by George
Shannon & Donald Crews requires children
to predict what things will become in the
future following the alphabetical sequence.
For example: “A is for seed, tomorrow’s
Apple. B is for eggs, tomorrow’s Birds” (p.
1-2). After being exposed to the structure of
Tomorrow’s Alphabet, a group of 4th and 5th
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grade students collaboratively participated in
a project entitled, “Yesterday’s Memories.”
Numerous objects were placed in the center
of the room. Students were to select
something that sparked a memory. The
teacher chose a chocolate covered cherry as
an example and told the students that it
reminded her of her Grandma who could eat
a box of those cherries in a day. To
accommodate different ability levels, the
students were shown two types of patterned
poems, the acrostic and diamante. Students
participated in creating examples after
teacher modeling.
C	
  is	
  for	
  the	
  candy	
  my	
  Grandma	
  
loved.	
  
My	
  Yesterday	
  Memory	
  

Vocabulary development was enhanced as
students used a thesaurus to find new words
to use in their poems. The diamante formula
was designed to be a starting point.
However, the students’ poems differed, as
you can see in the following fourth grade
samples:
Acrostic	
  
Chocolate	
  
Almond	
  Joy	
  
Nutty	
  
Delicious	
  
Yummy	
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Diamante	
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  sweet,	
  yummy	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  pleasing,	
  gratifying,	
  satisfying	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  a	
  symbol	
  of	
  love	
  for	
  me	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  other	
  things	
  aren’t	
  so	
  good	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  bitter,	
  unpleasant	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  spinach	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Tomorrow’s	
  Memory	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Opportunities for Word Play, Phonemic
Awareness, and Oral Language
The Disappearing Alphabet (1997), by
Richard Wilbur, an alphabet book designed
for older readers, focuses on word play. For
example:
“What if the letter S was missing?
Cobras would have no way of hissing.
And all their kin would have to take
The name of erpent or of nake” (p.21).
Cockran and Shanker (2013) assert that
“phonemic awareness has been shown to be
an important factor that distinguishes
successful from disabled readers” (p. 3).
They also suggest that older readers should
begin with an explanation of the concept of
phonemic awareness—that spoken words
can be broken into separate sounds. Then,
students should be provided with oral
examples as is done in the activity above.
Potpourri alphabet books are also filled with
alliteration. Children use them as models to
write their own alliterative ABC books as in
the following example:
A is for affectionate, able Alice
B is for bubbly, boastful Brenda
C is for careful, capable Cameron
In this activity, students can use the
thesaurus or dictionary to find adjectives
they believe describe themselves.
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Lukens, Smith, & Coffel (2013) highlight a
pop-up alphabet book written by Marion
Bataille. ABC3D (Bataille, 2008), like a
wordless picture book, creates a sense of
exploration in a three-dimensional alphabet
book, while it promotes oral language
development. This book is to be nonfiction, but it could be anything as the young
reader supplies the oral text. Teachers can
use the fine arts to stimulate oral language
development in a variety of ways. The
alphabet book gives the teacher and student
a tool to promote thinking. A number of
suggestions follow:
Use the tune of “Here We Go Round the
Mulberry Bush.” Substitute the names of
animals that are characteristic for that
movement following the text in an Animal
ABC book. Example: A beaver cut down
trees with his teeth, trees with his teeth, trees
with his teeth. A beaver cuts down trees
with his teeth all along the river.
Students create a crazy invention, using a
three-letter sequence (abc, def, ghi) in its
development. The invention can be realistic
or fanciful; either researching its history or
creating a history for the imaginary object.
Have students participate in a creative
movement exercise following the pattern of
an alphabet book. Example: Arthur
Singer’s, Wild Animals shows an alligator.
The teacher says:
“Jump over a big
alligator.”
“Slide like the
seals do on land.”
“Swim like the
seals do in water.”

The students actions:
The students would
take a big jump
toward her.
The students “slide”
like the seals do on
land.
The students “swim”
like the seals do in
water.

After showing the front cover of a selected
ABC book, the teacher poses twenty- six
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

questions. Groups of four students develop
twenty-six answers to the questions based on
the theme of the book before looking at the
pages of the book. Then one student serves
as a recorder. Children enjoy the game
format and love discovering how many
pages their group guessed correctly.
Conclusion
Alphabet books have traditionally been an
underused resource in the elementary school
except at the primary grades. However, they
have become a revitalized tool for teaching a
variety of concepts across the curriculum at
all grade levels with opportunities for
students to examine a topic or concept from
twenty-six aspects, or challenge themselves
with a structure that includes twenty-six
sequential letters.
Additionally teachers can use alphabet
books as opportunities to support their
instruction in reading and language arts and
across the curriculum. Kane (2008)
recommends using alphabet books to
integrate literature in the content area to
promote adolescent literacy. She describes
the book, Museum ABC, developed by the
Metropolitan Museum of Art (2002) as an
example of how this can be done. Each
page of the alphabet book is divided into
four sections. Although the pictures on the
page address the same concept, the four
renderings are quite different. The “H” page
shows a close-up of four famous artists’
paintings of people. The focus is the hair.
George Washington’s wig looks quite
different from the portrait of a woman and a
dog. After studying the pictures on several
pages, students look to see where the
artwork came from and do follow up
research. Vaca, Vaca, and Mraz (2011)
attest that “Trade books in content area
classrooms can extend and enrich
information across the curriculum” (p. 396).
They also emphasize the value of trade
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books in helping teachers differentiate
instruction.
Using alphabet books can enhance
instruction from kindergarten through
secondary school. However, an alphabet
book is not always an educational tool; it
may “just be an aesthetic treat for everyone
to enjoy” (Russell, 2012, p. 102).
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Appendix A
State Themed Alphabet Books
Book Title
ABCs of Hawaii
“L” is for Lone Star
South Dakota: An ABC Scrapbook
M is for Maple Syrup: A Vermont
Alphabet Book
The Texas Alphabet
A Cowboy Alphabet
Appalachia
P is for Palmetto
G is for Grand Canyon
ABCs of Wisconsin

	
  

Author
Asta, S.
Crane, C.
Latza, J.
Rylant,
C.
Parker,
L.
Rice, J.

Teaching Opportunities
Higher order thinking
Poetry
Poetic text - photographs
Rhyme
Culture in dialect

Culture in dialect/vivid
illustrations
Pack, L. Culture in dialect
Crane, C. Poems
Govan,
Poetry – Verse and Acrostic
B.
Butler,
Alliteration
D.
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Providing Independent Reading Comprehension Strategy
Practice through Workstations
Chase Young
Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi
Abstract
This article describes an action research project undertaken by a second grade teacher looking
for research-based ways to increase his students’ reading comprehension. He designed fifteen
comprehension workstations and evaluated their effect on his second graders’ reading
comprehension scores as measured by district Imagination Station assessments. Results from
the comprehension subtests indicate more than the expected one-year’s growth in
comprehension. The descriptions of each workstation and the implementation are shared as well
as growth in comprehension.
At the beginning of the 21st Century, the
National Reading Panel (NRP) indicated
that reading comprehension strategy
instruction is an effective way to teach
young readers (National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development
[NICHHD], 2000). The report had a large
impact on policy, research, and practice
(Allington, 2002), but teaching reading
comprehension through direct instruction
was hardly a new concept (Becker, 1977;
Pearson & Dole, 1987). Nonetheless, the
report incited an influx in basal programs
that advertised the direct instruction of
comprehension strategies. Schools across
the nation adopted these “research-based”
programs, and quickly implemented them
and awaited positive results. However,
educators who understand the critical
aspects of effective reading instruction
might question the need for packaged
programs as well as their
comprehensiveness.

that included proven strategies to increased
comprehension. However, although the
programs included the strategies, the
methods for teaching them were deemed
inadequate in every program reviewed.
According to the analysis, the lessons
skipped from teaching to assessment,
leaving out several integral steps in the
teaching process.
Missing Steps in Published Programs
Researchers (Duffy & Roehler, 1982; Duke
& Pearson, 2002) suggested that reading
comprehension instruction should begin
with direct explanation. That is, every
strategy should be explained in childfriendly language. Explanations may seem
like a natural way to begin the “teaching
phase,” however this phase was absent in the
reading programs reviewed (Dewitz, Jones,
Leahy, 2007; Durkin, 1981).
For many years, researchers (Pearson &
Gallagher, 1983) recommended extensive
modeling of the strategy in order to provide
a lens for students to view the complex
idiosyncrasies present in the mind of a
proficient reader. It was imperative that

Dewitz, Jones, and Leahy (2009) analyzed
five core reading programs. The researchers
agreed that each were “research-based”
because the programs provided lesson plans
Texas Journal of Literacy Education
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students see the process before trying to
emulate it. Effective teachers used thinkalouds, read alouds, and other strategies to
prepare students for the next step (Paris,
Cross, & Lipson, 1984), guided practice.
Guided practice was also lacking in the five
major reading programs (Dewitz, Jones, &
Leahy, 2009), even though Pearson and
Gallagher (1983) previously argued that
guided practice was an integral stage in the
learning/teaching process. During guided
practice, students attempted to use reading
comprehension strategies on their own, but
the teacher was there ready to provide
guidance as needed. The teacher provided
support for the students, answered questions,
posed guiding questions, and helped clarify
misconceptions. After sufficient
explanation, modeling, guided practice, and
reteaching when necessary, the students
moved into the final phase, independent
practice.
Importance of Independent Practice
Students needed independent practice of
reading comprehension strategies (Gropper,
1983; Smith & Rothkopf, 1984). The
students required time to practice the newly
learned strategies in order to internalize
them. Dewitz, Jones, & Leahy (2009)
argued that basal programs did not provide
ample time for independent practice,
however finding time for independent
practice during the instructional day can be
difficult.
Dewitz, Jones, and Leahy (2009) also
mentioned that the programs covered a wide
range of strategies, but did not go very deep,
perhaps meaning that many strategies are
taught, but not to the degree of
sophistication necessary for students to
internalize and strategically use them while
reading. In addition to the need for a
thorough teaching sequence, the “spacing
and timing” of the comprehension
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instruction was important to consider.
Dempster (1987) discussed a concept called
“distributed practice.” This meant that
instruction should be sustained for adequate
time and the strategy should be repeatedly
practiced on a spiraling rotation. Several
researchers investigated the time needed for
different types of strategy instruction, but
the results varied greatly, ranging from a
matter of days to a number of months (Buss,
Ratliff, & Irion, 1985; Hanson & Pearson,
1983; Taylor & Beach, 1984). Regardless
of the exact time needed, all the research
indicated that students needed at least some
time to practice. So, then, where do
educators find the time to allow for repeated
independent practice of reading
comprehension strategies? The answer for
me was during “center time”—a time I
dubbed, “comprehension workstations.”

Implementing Comprehension
Workstations
I spent 15 weeks teaching my students
different strategies and slowly integrated the
strategies into our daily workstations. As
you know, managing workstations is no easy
task. So, I made sure that the students
understood the material, could work
collaboratively, and could access exemplars
to complete the stations successfully. I
trained students to choose books on their
independent reading level from various
sources, such as our classroom library, the
school library, or from home. Most of the
time there were no restrictions on booktypes other than reading level, but as you
will see, some workstations required fiction
or nonfiction books. Of course, you can use
any method for selecting text that works best
for you and your students.
The Lessons
I developed minilessons for several different
reading comprehension strategies. In an
effort to make sure my stations were
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research-based, I chose many of the
strategies from the NRP report. There is no
time to describe each lesson in detail, but I
can provide a brief overview of the weekly
format and the stations themselves. The
format was based on the gradual release
model (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983).
On the first day, I conducted a think-aloud
to demonstrate the reading comprehension
strategy upon which we were focused. On
the next day, I engaged the students in an
interactive read aloud—where I invited them
to contribute verbally to the lesson. For
example, if we were learning how to make
good connections, I stopped several times
throughout the book to listen to student
responses and give feedback. The third day,
I introduced the graphic organizer used to
think through the comprehension strategy.
We completed the graphic organizer
together on chart paper and hung the final
product on the wall. Subsequently, the
students worked in groups to complete their
own graphic organizers. On the fourth day,
students worked in pairs, and on the fifth
day the students completed the graphic
organizer independently.
The Rotations
After several years of modifying the
management of the comprehension
workstations, I finally found a way that
worked best for me. I randomly assigned
students to a new pod (collection of desks
that makes a table) each week. On
Mondays, I shuffled and passed out
notecards with a pod number written on a
card. The students walked in, found their
new pod assignment, and dragged their desk
to form their new tables.
I loved this method for several reasons.
First, the students had many opportunities to
interact with everyone in the class. I know
what you are thinking. What happens when
two “difficult” or “hyper” students sit
Texas Journal of Literacy Education
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together? Well, it happens, and on several
occasions it was more than two; four of my
rambunctious boys shared the same pod.
This leads into the second reason I loved the
method—they learned to work with one
another, regardless of “history.” It was an
expectation. And if not, I knew that next
week they would be separated, and as I was
a teacher of young children, I can handle
anything for a week.
My favorite reason, however, was because
the tables doubled as their workstation
group. The groups were heterogeneous,
random, and frequently changed. I am a
firm believer in learning through social
interaction, and thus I wanted to create as
many opportunities for varying collaboration
as possible.
I allocated 30 minutes to workstations, and
each group completed one per day. The
next section describes 15 workstations that I
used throughout the year, so clearly the math
does not add up for a weekly routine. I used
the stations on a three-week routine. Thus,
after three weeks, the students completed all
fifteen stations. My goal was not to engage
them in each station every day or even every
week, but to spiral the strategy throughout
the school year.

The Workstations

Summary – 1st Comprehension Strategy.	
  	
  
Students in the summary workstation chose
a book, and wrote a summary. The teacher
expected students to write summaries based
on a constructed story arc (Figure 1). The
story arc included characters, setting,
conflict, rising action, climax, falling action,
and the resolution. After the students
finished reading the book and completed the
story arc, they used the information to write
a story summary. The	
  National Reading
Panel (NICHD, 2000) promoted this strategy
as an important means for comprehension.
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The students drew six squares to start with,
adding more if necessary, and drew pictures
of the events (Naughton, 2008). After
completing the book/chapter and the
graphic, the students transformed the
graphic representation into a paragraph
using sentence starter such as first, next,
then, afterwards, and finally.

Figure 1. Summary

Connections – 2nd Comprehension
Strategy. Students in this workstation
chose a book, and wrote the following
question at the top of their journal page:
What does this remind me of? This helped
students make personal connections to the
book (Figure 2). The students did not
differentiate between connections to the self,
to other text, or to the world, but were
previously instructed in such a way (Keene
& Zimmerman, 1997). The three types of
connections helped them think about all
types of connections, but they were not
required label them as such. At this station,
a connection was a connection.

Figure 2. Connections

Sequence – 3rd Comprehension Strategy.
Students chose a book, and completed a
sequence of events while reading (Figure 3).

	
  

Figure 3. Sequence

Retell (fiction books only) – 4th
Comprehension Strategy. Students chose
a book and completed a graphic organizer
while reading. The students drew a plus
sign to form a graphic with four partitions
labeled characters, setting, problem, and
solution. Or, the students could simply
write the story elements in sections (Figure
4). After completing the book and the
graphic, students wrote the story using the
recorded story elements. This is an
important reading comprehension strategy
according to the National Reading Panel
Report (NICHHD, 2000).
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Figure 4. Retell

Questions – 5th Comprehension Strategy.
I spent a great deal of time on instructing
students how to ask good questions while
reading and how it aids in reading
comprehension (Short, Kane & Peeling,
2000). Essentially, students had to identify
different levels of questions (higher-order,
lower level) and determine where the
answers could be found (in the book, in the
brain, or in another resource). For this
workstation, students wrote down their
questions while they read, and tried to
answer them after completing the book or
chapter (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Questions

Predictions – 6th Comprehension
Strategy. Making predictions helps
students comprehend text (Harvey &
Goudvis, 2007). Students in this
workstation drew a chart with three
columns. The students labeled the columns
with prediction, confirm/reject, and text
evidence. While the students were reading,
they wrote down their predictions about the
text. During or after the reading, the
students either wrote a C to confirm or an R
to reject their prediction. In addition,
students were required to provide that text
evidence that led them their conclusion.
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Figure 6. Predictions

Reader Response Stems – 7th
Comprehension Strategy. Students chose
reader response stems to complete before,
during, or after their reading (Langer, 1994).
A response stem is typically a sentence
starter that helps students respond in a
variety of different ways and at higher and
more critical levels (see Figure 7 for
examples). Students in this station wrote
down the completed stems in their journals.
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Synthesis – 8th Comprehension Strategy.
This station strategy required extensive
mini-lessons and reteaching before students
could use it well, as synthesizing is a
difficult but important skill (Harvey &
Goudvis, 2007). I instructed students to
draw a large plus sign in their journals, and
label each with “at first I am thinking…”,
“now I am thinking…” another “now I am
thinking…”, and “finally I know…”
Essentially, students predicted the main idea
before reading, and wrote it down in the first
box, and thus completing the sentence, “At
first I am thinking…” After the students
began to read, they adjusted their notions of
the main idea twice after acquiring new
information while reading, and completed
the next two boxes by finishing the “Now I
am thinking…” statement. After completing
the book or chapter, the students synthesized
all the information to complete the final box
(Figure 8).

Figure 8. Synthesis

Figure 7. Reader Response Stems

	
  

Theme – 9th Comprehension Strategy.
The students were instructed to identify the
theme of fictional books (Figure 9). While
reading, students asked themselves, what did
the characters learn? How did the characters
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grow or change? How do I know? After the
reading, students consulted a chart that
displayed common themes (e.g. courage,
individuality, honesty, kindness, facing
fears, etc.…). Students were encouraged to
identify their own themes as some believe
that morals should not be pushed on
children; they should discovered them on
their own (Kilpatrick, 1992). For the
product, the student completed the following
statement, “I think the theme was ________
because…

	
  

Figure	
  10.	
  Expositions	
  

Figure 9. Theme

Expositions – 10th Comprehension
Strategy. Students chose a nonfiction book
and completed a student drawn graphic
organizer in their journals (Figure 10). At
the top of the page the students wrote down
the topic, or main idea. Below the topic,
students wrote their interpretation of the
main idea. Next, students drew 3 boxes next
to each other, and wrote down three
important details about the main idea.
Finally, students transformed the graphic
into an exposition paragraph. The students
began with a topic sentence, stated the main
idea, and followed it with supporting details.

Determining Importance – 11th
Comprehension Strategy. In this
workstation, the students drew a T-Chart,
and labeled the top with “important” and
“how do we know?” The students wrote
down important details, events, or facts in a
story and explained why they believed them
to be important (Figure 11). This is an
important strategy for students to master
because it helps students consider the main
ideas and the author’s intended message
(Dole, Duffy, Roehler, & Pearson, 1991).

Figure 11. Determining Importance
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Inferring Poetry – 12th Comprehension
Strategy. This is one of the two
workstations that required a paper other than
the students’ journals. This station followed
the method described by Miller (2002) for
inferring poetry. The teacher constructed a
T-Chart. On the first side, the teacher typed
a poem. The second side only contained
lines. Students were instructed to read a
stanza and stop and think. Students would
then write their inferences on the empty
lines and circle keywords or phrases that
informed their thoughts. Finally, below the
T-Chart students completed the sentence “I
infer this poem is about…”
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captions. The students wrote down the page
number, and then described how what they
learned from the text features, or how it
enhanced what they were reading (Risko &
Walker-Dalhouse, 2011).

Figure 13. Text Features

Drama – 14th Comprehension Strategy.
The teacher printed Readers Theater scripts.
The students worked in their group to write
down voice directions, such as [loudly] or
[angrily] next to each part. This process
required students to analyze the meaning of
each line and the author’s intended voice for
each character or narrator, demonstrating
prosody’s link to comprehension (Young &
Rasinski, 2009). After workstations were
completed, the group performed for the class
(see
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZxryiN8M0 for the minilesson).
Figure	
  12.	
  Inferring	
  Poetry	
  

Nonfiction Text Features – 13th
Comprehension Strategy. Students drew a
three column chart (Figure 13) in their
journals labeled with “text feature,” “page
number,” and “what I learned.” After
choosing a nonfiction book, the students
recorded text features from the text such as
charts, diagrams, timelines, headings, and

	
  

	
  

Scripting - 15th Comprehension Strategy.
Students transformed a mentor text into a
Readers Theater. Engaging in this complex
process required students to think deeply
about the text. As the students transformed
the text into a script, they had to carefully
preserve the author’s intended meaning (for
a full description of the strategy, see Young
& Rasinski, 2011). The students performed
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the script at the end of the comprehension
workstations.
Assessment
I had been using comprehension
workstations for a few years, and I felt that
the stations helped students comprehend
text. During the 2012-2013 school year I
decided to look specifically at my students’
comprehension scores. As a part of the
district assessment requirements all students
were required to engage in monthly
computer reading assessments. Imagination
Station (referred to as Istation) is a computer
adaptive test that renders an overall reading
score based on several subtests. The early
reading subtests included Phonemic
Awareness, Letter Knowledge, Alphabetic
Decoding, Vocabulary, Spelling, and
Comprehension, but for the purpose of this
article, I will only include the
comprehension scores.
The reading comprehension subtest assessed
students in two ways. First, students were
given a sentence to read accompanied by
four pictures. After reading the sentence,
the student chose the picture that best
illustrated the meaning. The subtest also
utilized a cloze passage, where one word
was missing from a sentence, and the
student selected the semantically and
syntactically appropriate word from four
choices. Although some question its usage,
the cloze passage is generally considered a
reliable means for measuring reading
comprehension (Bachman, 1985, 1982;
Davies, 1979; Greene, 2001; Jonz & Oller,
1994; Oller & Jonz, 1994; Sasaki, 2000).
The Results
Although I cannot compare these results to
previous years or a control group as you
might find in a research article, I thought it
was important to ensure that students were
indeed increasing their comprehension. I
used the pre- and post-tests of the
Texas Journal of Literacy Education
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comprehension Istation subtest to determine
if, indeed, my students were making
progress. The descriptive statistics are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Second Grade Descriptive Statistics
of Comprehension Scores (n = 18)
Item
PreTest
PostTest

Min

Max

Mean
(%ile)

SD

22

99

64

24

22

99

81

19

It is expected that students will make growth
as readers each year. Students that maintain
their projected percentile throughout the
year make one year’s growth according to
the normative data (National Center on
Intensive Intervention, 2008). However, in
order to increase in percentile, a student
must exceed one year’s growth. As the table
shows, the students’ comprehension score
percentile increased from pre-test to posttest and the standard deviation decreased. In
addition, the data reveal that overall the
students in second grade exceeded the
expected growth. According to the data, the
class average percentile in reading
comprehension increased by 17. Relatively
speaking, the increase is notable. In fact,
89% of the class demonstrated an increase in
reading comprehension.
The following histograms clearly show the
distribution of students’ percentile scores
and the normal distribution curve. There is
a positive shift of both the scores and the
normal distribution curve from pretest
(Figure 14) to posttest (Figure 15). This was
good news for my students and confirmed
that my focus on comprehension was
helpful.
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Figure 14. Histogram with Normal Distribution of 2nd
Grade Pretest Comprehension Percentiles (n = 18)

Figure 15. Histogram with Normal Distruction of 2
Grade Posttest Comprehension Percentiles (n= 18)k
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Conclusion
Although research advocates for ample
independent practice for increased
comprehension, reading programs do not
necessarily make time and space for it
(Dewitz, Jones, & Leahy, 2007). Teachers
are professional decision makers and adept
problem solvers. Because I believe that there
is no such thing as a published
comprehensive reading program, I decided
to provide time for students to repeatedly
practice reading comprehension strategies
throughout the school year using
workstations. These workstations were not
found in my district’s curriculum or in the
reading basal series, but were the result of
my desire to leverage research-based
strategies to provide extended practice using
comprehension strategies we focused on in
whole class lessons. The comprehension
workstations appear to have supported the
development of and increase in my students’
reading comprehension. I recommend that
teachers reexamine their “center” time, and
consider implementing strategy-based
comprehension workstations.
Chase Young, former second grade teacher,
is now an assistant professor at Texas A&M
University-Corpus Christi. You may contact
him at Chase.Young@tamucc.edu.
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Pinning and Practice:
Using Pinterest as a Tool for Developing Pedagogical
Content Knowledge
Stephanie Grote-Garcia
University of Incarnate Word
Sheri Vasinda
Oklahoma State University
Abstract
Pinterest (http://www.pinterest.com/) is one of the fastest growing social media sites (Duggan &
Smith, 2013) and teachers are using it more and more for pedagogical ideas. In response to the
increased use of social media in K-12 classrooms, it is highly important to prepare preservice
teachers to incorporate these tools into their pedagogy. In this practice-based article, we
reconstruct how Pinterest was incorporated into two university-based teacher preparation
programs. These two descriptive accounts are arranged and presented from the viewpoint of the
two authors who experienced the events firsthand.

An increasing amount of information is
being shared through social media. This
was illustrated in a recent Pew Research
Center survey (Duggan & Smith, 2013) that
analyzed telephone interviews from a
sample of 1,801 online adults. The survey
found that approximately 73% of online
adults were using social net-working sites.
Among the most used social media venue
was Facebook with 71% of online adults
participating. This was a slight increase
from the 67% of online adults who used
Facebook in late 2012. In addition to this
finding, the Pew survey also reported that
the percentage of Pinterest users increased
from 15% to 21% within the last year;
making it the social media site with the
largest increase of users in 2013 when
compared to Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram.
Not only are more adults using social media,
but an increased use of social media for
educational purposes is also being reported.
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Havey (2013) shared a recent study released
by Pearson Learning Solutions and the
Babson Survey Research Group in which
approximately 8,000 faculty members were
surveyed about their pedagogical use of
social media. Forty-one percent of
respondents reported using social media for
educational purposes in the classroom. This
is an increase from the 34% of college
professors who self-proclaimed
incorporation of social media into their
courses in 2012. Not only are university
faculty members using social media more,
but Stansbury (2011) reported that K-12
classroom teachers are also increasing their
use of social media and that they are using it
for multiple purposes such as professional
development, community outreach, class
assignments, parent communication,
distance learning, collaborative learning,
networking with colleagues, and integrating
real-world application into teaching. So
why are educators of all levels using more
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social media for professional activities and
in their pedagogy? Devaney (2013) shared
that “advocates of social media in the
classroom say that, when used properly,
social media tools can boost student
engagement, link students to content experts
and real-world examples of classroom
lessons, and help them establish an online
body of work” (para. 2). In response to the
increased use of social media in K-12
classrooms, it is highly important to prepare
preservice teachers to critically incorporate
these tools into their pedagogy and
professional development. In this practicebased article we reconstruct how Pinterest,
one of the fastest growing social media sites
in 2013 (Duggan & Smith, 2013), was
incorporated into our two undergraduate
courses.
What is Pinterest?
Social media tools are transforming our lives
both inside and outside of educational
settings. Pinterest is a social media
phenomenon that K-12 educators have
quickly adopted as a way of shar-ing ideas
for the classroom. These ideas can range
from classroom organization to pedagogical
options. Launched in 2010 (Glenn, 2012),
Pinterest has risen from being a non-existent
presence to having approximately 25 million
unique visitors in September of 2013
(Malik, 2013). Even more significant, these
25 million visitors only account for those
living in the United States and not those
living globally.
How many individuals use Pinterest?
According to McBride (2013), who reported
on Pinterest in February, this cloud-based
bookmarking site has grown to have 48.7
million users globally. This section
provides a descriptive overview of this
growing phenomenon and provides some
answers to the question. “What is
Pinterest?”
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In the past, non-digital resources were
collected and saved in scrapbooks or in
other collection tools such as 3-ring binders.
With the increased availability and use of
electronic resources, these hardcopy
organizational venues have become outdated
and less helpful. Along with the increase of
available digital resources, the need to save
and organize these resources has also
increased. Initially, saving websites under
the “favorites” tab on a computer’s toolbar
was the method of choice for saving online
resources. However, this method of
collection was limited to saving only web
addresses and was not open to social
sharing. Pinterest, combining the word
“pin” with “interest”, is a web-based social
book-marking site that allows users to
visually arrange and save a variety of digital
resources. Designed as virtual bulletin
boards, users may collect, organize, and
share a variety of web-based resources such
as blogs, websites, and videos. In addition,
resources saved on Pinterest are sent through
“feed updates” to other users, thus
information spreads very rapidly ― making
it a more collabora-tive tool than the
“favorites” tab. The organizational and
sharing features of Pinterest has led some
users to describe it as a management tool,
virtual pinning board, a tool for
digital curation, and a collaborative learning
hub.
What does this mean for teacher
preparation programs?
Teaching can be an isolated practice (Lortie,
1975; Scholastic & Gates Foundation,
2010); however, social media provides a
convenient and powerful venue for teachers
to connect to one another. Currently when
searching the Internet for pedagogical ideas,
Pinterest posts are among the top resources
listed. This is partly because teachers are
increasingly using Pinterest to post their
photographed original or adapted ideas,
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connect to their blogs, or re-pin the ideas of
other teachers (Hussy, 2013; Messner,
2012). Other sugges-tions for using
Pinterest in the classroom range from
collaboration and pro-fessional development
ideas to using it as a research tool, or for
classroom decor and gift ideas (Lawver,
2013).
While visiting elementary campuses this
past year, we found that not all educators,
campus leaders, or members of
administration are fans of the Pinterest
revolution. In fact, we noticed some signs
of frustration when Pinterest was mentioned.
One campus leader commented, “We’ve
been taken over by cute.” This comment
and others that are similar in nature, point to
a frustrating fact ― not all educators are
critically examining the activities and
materials on Pinterest before implement-ing
them in the classroom. Additionally, some
of the principals we spoke with mentioned
that in some instances the “cute” activities
found on Pinterest have presented the
content incorrectly.
When using Pinterest, educators can find
themselves wading through a range of
material including colorful anchor charts,
descriptive and engaging videos, valuable
book recommendations, and clever
manipulatives; as well as the other extreme
packets of artistically embellished
worksheets and miscategorized
activities. As with all resources, whether
traditional print or digital, we need to
develop a critical stance when evaluating
activities and materials to support learning
goals and objectives.
What does this mean for teacher education
programs? Individuals currently between
the ages of 17 and 36-years-old are
considered part of the Net Generation, or
Net Genners (Tapscott, 1998, 2008). This
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

age span includes most undergraduate and
early career teachers. Net Geners have
grown up with the Internet and social
media. In their lifetimes, information has
been available at the touch of a keystroke
and they have been able to connect to others
locally and around the globe. Addition-ally,
they have been able to contribute to the
content on the web by posting videos;
blogging; and sharing their thoughts, ideas,
and status updates through social media.
While undergraduates are adept users of
social media for personal use, as university
faculty members, our responsibility includes
supporting the transformation of this use
into professional formats. Navigating these
tools together with our students, we look for
ways to use them in designing pedagogy. In
this journey, we find our tech savvy students
still need to develop a critical stance when
evaluating the quality of the educational
resources found in both print and electronic
formats.
As we observe more and more preservice
teachers following the lead of inservice
teachers in utilizing Pinterest for lesson
ideas and content, we find it necessary for
teacher preparation programs to develop
teacher candidate’s ability to think critically
about the materials and ideas posted on
social media. Preservice teachers’ trust
practicing teachers’ curation, and this often
leads to curation without critique. In
relation to this issue, we have made it a
point to incorporate Pinterest into our
teacher preparation programs and to provide
opportunities for preservice teachers to
develop critical stances, which are necessary
for identifying appropriate materials and
effective ideas. These opportunities are recreated and illustrated in our stories below.
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Globalizing the Learning
Community ―Stephanie’s Experience
Learning communities, when well
implemented, create a collaborative
environment where students can exchange
ideas, develop the habits of mind to tackle
real-world issues, and learn from one
another. It was through Pinterest that 18
preservice teachers enrolled in my literacy
methods course at a private university of
less than 10,000 students and established a
global learning community. This section
recaptures this collaborative event.
The collaboration. I have been teaching
literacy methods courses to preservice
teachers for over eight years and throughout
these eight years one thing has stood out ―
a majority of the preservice teachers in my
courses struggle with understanding phonological awareness. One day in the spring of
2013, I entered my university classroom and
greeted my 18 preservice teachers. With a
carefully planned and purposefully
constructed lesson, I was going to place my
students into groups and have them
construct an activity around a specific
phonological awareness skill. Some groups
would address rhyming, while others would
address segmenting syllables or blending
pairs of onsets and rimes to form single
syllable words. What I had not planned for
were the impromptu and spontaneous
responses of my students. One particular
response caught my attention ― my students
were using Pinterest to extend our learning
community past the four walls of our
classroom.
As planned, the lesson began with me
grouping my students heterogeneously
according to their quiz grades. The students
were not aware of my grouping criteria. The
quiz that I chose as my grouping tool was
previously completed online for homework
and it measured their basic understanding of
phonological awareness. My hopes for
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grouping my students heterogeneously was
to have them collaborate with one another
and to build one another’s knowledge. This
is in opposition to having all my struggling
preservice teachers in one group.
Ultimately, two groups of four and two
groups of five were formed.
The groups were then told that they would
each be assigned a specific phonological
skill and within their groups they would
design a classroom activity to build that
skill. My plan was to have students work in
their groups for 20 minutes and then present
their activity to their peers. For the first 10
minutes, I observed my students
brainstorming possible activities and
identifying appropriate materials. I also
overheard a few students defining for one
another important concepts such as
phonemic awareness and the alphabetic
principle. These behaviors were exactly
what I was hoping for.
Sharing. The last 10 minutes of the group
activity brought about something I had not
planned. As I walked from group to group, I
noticed that one particular group of students
was actively taking pictures with their cell
phones. As I approached the group, I wasn’t
quite sure what their reasoning was for
taking multiple pictures of their activity. I
think the puzzlement was clear with my
facial expression because a student quickly
and proudly said, “We’re going to share this
on Pinterest”! They then proceeded to
explain that they wanted to share their
activity with other teachers, not just their
classmates.
My students’ actions prompted me to
explore the following question ― Has social
media created a greater appreciation for
global collaboration? I had planned a
collaborative activity, but it was restrained
by the four walls of our classroom. On the
other hand, my students’ initial response
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was to virtually knock down the walls of our
classroom and to collaborate globally with
other educators. Since that day, I have
engaged in many conversations with my
students; many of which focus on Pinterest.
I have since learned that my students don’t
just share information on this social media
site, they also retrieve information.
What do I have planned next? If my
students are retrieving information from
social media sites, I need to have a
discussion with them about taking a critical
stance when selecting material from such
sources. I plan to incorporate more
opportunities in my courses to use social
media sites for retrieving information. In
addition, we will examine the retrieved
information in class for accuracy and
identify the relationship that it holds to best
practices.
Using New Tools for Critical Curation
--Sheri’s Experience
In many undergraduate literacy courses,
students are expected to collect instructional
strategies. In the past this practice included
three-ring binders full of paper on which
ideas taken from both print and Internet
sources and were cited, summarized, and
retyped. As more and more K-12 educators
and university faculty members move away
from hard copies of files to more digital
formats for organizing and retrieving
resources, course assignments within teacher
preparation programs must also be updated
with new tools and resources. Here I, a
second-year assistant professor, will share
my story of using digital tools for collection,
or curating in my higher education
classroom.
Curating. My students begin literacy course
work their junior year. Students typically
enroll in two concurrent literacy courses,
one focused on foundations of reading and
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

the other focused on writing and Language
Arts. These courses are then subsequently
followed by a children’s literature course
and a literacy assessment and instruction
practicum. In the foundational reading
course, one assignment requires students to
construct a collection of literacy strategies to
support what is typically called “The Five
Pillars” of literacy (NICHHD, 2000). These
pillars include comprehension, vocabulary,
fluency, phonics, and phonemic awareness.
Although we use Taberski’s (2011)
revisioning of the pillars, this assignment is
in alignment with the state required reading
and licensure exams.
As I planned this assignment, I reflected
upon my own experiences. Since the
advent of electronic documents, teacher
curating practices have evolved. In my own
practice, I have moved from papers in file
folders and binders, to electronic files that I
have had to move from expiring computers
to external hard drives. I then graduated to
bookmarking favorite sites that were still
tied to a specific computer, to more webbased approaches such as Livebinders
(http://www.livebinders.com/) and
Pinterest. I find that my web-based curation
practices make it easier to collect, organize
and access information as opposed to my
former 3-ring binder and computer-based
practices. Additionally, my curated
resources are also easier to share with higher
education colleagues, K-12 teachers and
preservice teachers. So, rather than have the
students create notebooks that would
probably not be used in their future practice,
they were given choices on curating formats,
including Pinterest pinboards, to evaluate
and collect pedagogical ideas for teaching
basic reading concepts. The initial response
to the digital options was enthusiastic and
positive. The students were excited about
using Pinterest, mostly citing how “cute” the
ideas are that other teachers
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pin. Throughout the semester, we had many
discussions in which we contrasted “cute”
and best practices. Within these
conversations I found myself repeating, “We
have to move past cute.”
In class meetings we examined various
literacy Pinterest post together, and I chose
some that would provide some good critical
thinking opportunities around which we had
some illuminating discussions. We did a
comparison of two anchor charts both titled
“Inferences” designed to support the
comprehension strategy of inferring. One
anchor chart featured a picture of a zebra
with the title and definition of inferring as
“Reading Between the Lines”. The other
anchor chart featured a drawing of a book
and a student’s head with a thinking bubble
labeled “Information from the TEXT +
Background Knowledge” respectively.
Below the pictures the caption said, “When
you make an INFERENCE you go beyond
the author’s words to understand what is not
said.” We were able to make connections to
one of our texts, Strategies That Work
(Harvey and Goudvis, 2000, 2007), and my
preservice teachers could see a clear
connection between credible resources of
our course work and critical social media
curation. The discussion that followed
provided access to better understanding of
both the course content as well as a
pedagogical consideration of explicit
teaching. This launched much more
discussion about the thoughtful-ness and
critical stance that has to take place when
choosing lessons, materials, and examples;
and again, moving past “cute”.
Developing a critical stance. In addition to
curating resources, students also chose one
of their activities to demonstrate and use
with their classmates. Their “students” were
their classmates who were charged with
examining the presented resource in terms of
integrity of the resource for the component
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of reading chosen and determining strengths
and limitations of the tool or instructional
strategy. They were also charged with
determining scenarios in which the resource
might be appropriately used to address the
needs of a learner. This dialogue provided
opportunities for critical discussions that
helped strengthen content knowledge and
pedagogy. Some of the presenta-tions
provided defining opportunities for the
development and reinforcement of content
knowledge as well as clearly understanding
the need to be critical consumers and
contributors of teaching ideas. One such
presentation was offered by my student
Sarah (pseudonym).
Sarah was one of the first to present that
semester, and she chose an alphabet riddle
manipulative activity for one of her phonics
activities to demonstrate with the class. As
she opened a binder under the document
camera, small alphabet keyword picture
cards were attached to Velcro strips inside
the cover. She read the first riddle and we
searched the array of picture cards for the
“apple” to complete the riddle. As we
viewed the picture cards, I noticed a picture
of an owl and panicked a bit as to how to
address what I anticipated as a poor
keyword example for the short or long
sound associated with the letter
“o”. Because “owl” begins with a
diphthong, it would not be an appropriate
choice for an emergent reader’s beginning
phonics instruction. I asked Sarah to show
us and read the riddle for the letter “o”. She
did and the answer to the riddle was
“owl”. I asked the class if any of them had a
concern about this choice of picture
keyword.
After a long pause, a timid hand crept up
― “Isn’t ‘ow’ a diphthong?” We examined
the rest of the vowel keywords and
discovered “eagle”, “igloo”, and “UFO” as
the respective keywords for the letters “e”,
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“i”, and “u”. The mix of short and long
vowel sounds as well as a letter name, “U”
in “UFO”, made this activity potentially
confusing and ineffective for the purpose
chosen.

concern has led us to ask the three questions
below.

This example in conjunction with our
ensuing discussion uncovered the
considerations and challenges of using
picture keywords for phonics reinforcement
and how the activity could be improved by
choosing keywords that initially highlight
short vowel sounds, then long vowel sounds,
and later digraphs and diphthongs. In
addition to being a great touchstone lesson
for the need to critically examine all aspects
of a teaching tool or idea, this exchange also
provided a great conversation around
teaching phonics in the context of authentic
reading. I thanked Sarah for providing the
class with such a rich discussion, and, later
at the end of the semester in her reflection,
she commented that she learned so much
about carefully examining all aspects of an
activity or manipulative. Ultimately, Sarah
gave the class a context for understanding
the need to be critical of all sources in terms
of concept and content.

The recent explosion of social media is
partly due to its ability to share information
to a large audience fairly easily and quickly.
For example, a current trend is creating
videos and having them go viral. In 2013
the top trending video, “What Does the Fox
Say?” received 357, 118, 367 views
(YouTube Rewind 2013, n.d.). With instant
sharing and a rather large audience, a large
number of us quickly discovered and shared
the mysterious, yet fictitious sounds of the
fox. How does this relate to the skills of
teachers? Social media when used correctly
can spread important and accurate
information very quickly. For example, a
report of a missing child was posted on my
Facebook newsfeed this summer and within
minutes the child was recovered. Imagine if
we apply this to education ― a group of
teachers develop a strategy that they believe
increases reading fluency and the strategy
goes viral. Within minutes hundreds of other
teachers learn of this new strategy and they
too begin to use it in their classrooms. In
this example it seems that teachers are
gaining skills and that social media is the
tool that allowed them to develop this new
skill. However, what if the strategy is
actually an ineffective practice? We now
have hundreds of teachers who are
unknowingly practicing poor pedagogy
― in other words, they have been deskilled,
a term Shannon (1987) originally used to
describe the loss of pedagogical skills
teacher may experience when they stop
designing curriculum and instead rely solely
on commercially produced curriculum. We
use it here to describe the loss of effective
pedagogical skills a teacher may experience

Final Thoughts

Preservice teachers are using social media
sites such as Pinterest, whether sanctioned
or not, to develop content and pedagogical
knowledge. Therefore, we see a great need
for teacher preparation programs to assist
their candidates in developing critical
stances when using such resources. This
need is heavily grounded within our concern
that the items posted on social media sites
have neither been peer-reviewed for
accuracy of the content nor application of
best practices. The credibility of these nonpeer-reviewed posts can be quite different
than the teaching tips you may find in
published journals where multiple content
specialists review the activities. This
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

1. Will social media lead to the “skilling” or
“deskilling” of teachers?
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from frequently practicing poor pedagogy
found on social media sites.
How do we ensure that social media leads to
“skilling” and not “deskilling”? It is
unrealistic to put into place a screening
process for everything that goes viral.
Instead, we suggest that educators be
equipped with the knowledge and skills to
peer-review the materials posted on these
sites.
2. Can information shared on social media
sites assist inexperienced teachers in
developing what Shulman (1987) refers to as
pedagogical content knowledge?
Shulman (1987) defines pedagogical content
knowledge as the ability of the teacher “to
transform the content knowledge he or she
possesses into forms that are pedagogically
powerful and yet adaptive to the variations
in ability and background presented by the
students” (p. 15). In this view of
knowledge, it is pedagogical content
knowledge that separates the effective
teacher from the less effective teacher
(Shulman, 1986). His Model of Pedagogical
Reasoning and Action consists of a cycle of
six activities of cognition and practice in
which a teacher should engage for good
teaching: comprehension, transformation,
instruction, evaluation, reflection, and new
comprehension. Although referred to as a
cycle, they are not meant to represent a set
of fixed stages, phases, or steps. We share
Shulman’s Model of Pedagogical Reasoning
and Action with you because we believe that
social media can be used to develop
preservice teachers’ epistemologies within
each of Shulman’s six activities. Checklist,
such as the Checklist of Social Media and
Epistemological Advancement (GroteGarcia, St. Clair, Martinez, & St. Clair,
2014), have been developed to assist teacher
educators in selecting social media for this
purpose.
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3. In addition to Pinterest, are there other
curating resources that can be used in
teacher education programs?
In this article we described the ways we and
our students have used Pinterest as part of
both collecting and developing resources, as
well as for sharing and collaborating. In the
past we have asked students to collect
resources in three-ring binders. The move
from collect to curate raises the critical
nature of the task. There is a subtle shift in
meaning from collect, meaning 1) gather
together, or assemble; 2) accumulate; to
curate, meaning 1) take charge of or
organize; 2) to pull together, sift through,
and select for presentation (dictionary.com,
n.d.). Curate suggests some evaluative
thinking in the “sifting through” and
“selection” rather than simply
accumulation. Moving from a practice of
collection to a more thoughtful practice of
curation provides an opportunity for the
conversations around critical considerations
of pedagogy and content knowledge.
In addition to Pinterest, other curation
options include Livebinders
(http://www.livebinders.com/), Learnist
(http://learni.st/category/featured), and Bulb
(https://www.bulbapp.com/). Some of our
preservice teachers have opted to use
website tools, such as Weebly
(http://www.weebly.com), Wix
(http://www.wix.com), and Google Pages
(http://www.googlesite.com). These curation
options can provide preservice teacher
educators with a new, provocative tool to
develop preservice teachers’ pedagogical
content knowledge and to advance their
epistemology ― their ideas centered on
learning and the development of knowledge.
Next Steps
There is a lack of published research
investigating preservice and inservice
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teachers’ curation habits and critical stances
on resources found on Pinterest and other
social media curation sites. Some preservice
teachers use Pinterest to expand their
pedagogical reasoning. The experiences
presented in this article illustrated how
preservice teachers of today are turning to
social media to build their content
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge. As
a result, additional efforts need to be
implemented for sharpening undergraduates’
critical stances and deepening their understanding of best practices using social media
tools. In addition, it leads us to new
research questions. Our plans for future
research includes investigating inservice
and preservice teachers’ use of these types
of social media sites, specifically how they
determine the credibility of the posted
activities. As university faculty members
work toward redesign-in their own work to

model the changing nature of education in a
digital world, harnessing the energy of tools
used outside of formal education reveals
possibilities for honest discourses and better
practices in both university and K-12
contexts.
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Engaging All Learners:
Using Writing to Learn as a Springboard to Inquiry
Faryl Kander
Oklahoma State University
Dawn Lambson
Arizona State University
Abstract
Writing to Learn is a unique process first developed by Janet Allen (2000) that offers teachers an
opportunity to take a new look at their instructional goals and methods for teaching reading,
language arts and other content areas. Using the Writing to Learn process teachers integrate an
inquiry approach into their practice which creates engaging experiences that connects learners
to content in ways that build background knowledge, interest and motivation. This process
allows students to engage in meaningful critique, analysis, and evaluation of the ideas they
encounter as they read and construct meaning from a variety of texts. This leads students to
generate their own wonderings and questions around a topic, which then become a springboard
for their own inquiry and further research.
The Writing to Learn process offers teachers
an opportunity to take a new look at their
instructional goals and methods for teaching
reading and language arts as well as other
content areas. In particular, as first
developed by Janet Allen (2000), the
Writing to Learn process fits well with
important principles of practice that honors
all learners, especially English language
learners (ELLs). This includes curriculum
that is inclusive of who learners are as
people, and teaching that values the different
experiences and backgrounds that learners
bring.
Additionally, it creates a supportive
classroom environments with “invitations”
for inquiries that are “centered around
students’ lives, invite critique, and
encourage transformational thinking and
social change” (Van Sluys, 2005, p.xv1).
With an emphasis on students engaging
deeply and critically with a variety of
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

interesting and challenging texts, the
Writing to Learn process helps students
engage in meaningful critique, analysis, and
evaluation of the ideas they encounter as
they read and construct meaning from texts.
Through this inquiry process, students meet
the initiatives addressed in state standards as
students work with complex questions,
explore a diverse array of literature and
informational texts, critically examine and
evaluate material, collaborate and problemsolve, as well as present their new
understandings or arguments to others.
The Writing to Learn process illustrates
what we as teacher educators in the fields of
literacy and the education of English
language learners believe about children’s
learning, namely that:
1. Inquiry and critique are central to
children’s learning.
Students learn through asking and
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2.

3.

4.

5.

answering their own questions.
Students need to be invested in
their own learning, but they also
need to be taught that content and
perspectives are not neutral.
Students need engagements that
enable them to envision the
possibilities of personal and
literate lives.
Students need opportunities to
take on authentic roles as
researchers, writers, historians,
etc. as they engage in their own
inquiry. Through these
engagements students begin to
shed the labels that are used to
limit them (i.e. limited English
proficient, struggling reader) and
further develop their identities as
literate individuals.
English language learners deserve
quality educational experiences.
English language learners are
entitled to a rigorous curriculum,
one with high expectations for
achievement, which includes
quality literacy experiences, and
engagements with native
speakers.
Language and culture are socially
shared meaning systems.
Students arrive in any school
setting knowing how to
participate in cultures and
knowing how to use language to
function. Transferring this into
schools means that students need
to be socialized into certain ways
of being and acting in the
school’s multiple discourse
communities.
Social and physical environments
contribute to children’s ability to
use language authentically.
It is important for teachers to
create spaces where children feel

safe. Teachers need to create a
social and physical environment
that invites and encourages
student participation. There
needs to be a place where
students are willing to take risks
to learn the language and
behavior of participation as well
as use language to contribute to
the work of the community.
What is Writing to Learn?
The Writing to Learn process described here
comes from the application of Janet Allen’s
work in her book, Yellow Brick Roads:
Shared and Guided Paths to Independent
Reading 4-12 (2000). It was through the
work of Janet Allen that the authors came to
understand that for students to engage in
thoughtful and intentional inquiry they need
to first develop background knowledge on a
topic that they want to engage with more
deeply. Allen (2000) realized that teachers
often ask students to read, write and discuss
topics of which they have very little or no
working knowledge. She concludes, “many
learners need some background knowledge
before they know enough to want to know
more.” Allen explains that by providing
students with reading, listening, viewing and
tactile experiences that build on previous
knowledge before engaging in academic
content study, students build personal
connections that engage them emotionally as
well as intellectually in a topic; such
connections are essential to critical and
meaningful reading and learning. These
connections in particular are an important
first step into the inquiry process.
Janet Allen developed her Writing to Learn
process in response to her students’
difficulty with textbook reading. As many
teachers acknowledge, textbook reading is
often the most difficult kind of reading
students are given because of the readability
of the text, the academic language, the
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specialized vocabulary, and the unfamiliar
topics encountered (Allen, 2000).
Therefore, in this Writing to Learn process,
students are first given a variety of topicrelated texts (pictures, fiction, nonfiction,
multiple genres, etc.) to think about, discuss
and explore, and as they engage with these
texts, they generate information about the
topic as well as make personal responses
and connections to it. As they continue
through this process, collecting more
information around the topic, the
connections they make across texts help
them develop a deeper understanding of the
topic as a whole. Additionally, they
generate their own wonderings and
questions about the topic leading to more
interest and engagement in literacy learning.
Janet Allen summarizes this process in a
graphic organizer that she calls the “B-K-WL-Q” (Appendix A) because it gives
students the opportunity to build background
knowledge on a topic while also generating
new questions.
Fisher and Frey (2010) also described the
importance of activating and building
background knowledge as a crucial aspect of
all meaning making. They noted that when
students have trouble understanding a text,
teachers often turn to teaching
comprehending strategies-predicting,
visualizing, questioning and inferring-when
what students actually need is the
background knowledge to make sense of the
content. They explained that comprehension
strategies cannot compensate for missing
background information. Similar to Allen,
and as described by Fisher and Frey, it was
found that by activating and building
background knowledge, students are
provided with the information needed to
understand what they are reading, setting the
foundation for deeper, more critical thinking
and engagement with texts. Moreover,
when students engage directly in interesting
Texas Journal of Literacy Education
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and relevant experiences around a topic,
they also have the opportunity to build
personal connections that create interest and
motivation and a desire to learn and know
more—the heart of an inquiry approach to
teaching and learning (Edelsky, Smith, &
Faltis, 2008)
Writing to Learn: Stepping into Inquiry
Writing to Learn, like inquiry, requires
students to read, write and discuss a variety
of texts at a deeper level as they investigate
questions and problems they have posed
themselves. Classrooms that approach
teaching reading and language arts in this
way must focus on meaningful literacy
experiences, an important element of
inquiry-based learning. For this purpose,
this article shares one approach to inquiry
that engages students with a variety of texts
in critical and purposeful ways. Through the
Writing to Learn inquiry process, teachers
scaffold student learning as they read, write,
question, connect to, critique and evaluate
texts from a range of genres and disciplines.
Additionally, as the students engage in
purposeful ways with a variety of texts, they
prepare to take up their own inquiries and
further study topics that are meaningful and
relevant to them.
Writing to Learn, like inquiry, also provides
an authentic and meaningful way for
teachers to incorporate students’ questions
and wonderings into their teaching.
According to Wolk (2008), classrooms that
implement an inquiry approach to learning
are active environments where students are
not sitting passively. Instead, they are
classrooms filled with children’s voices as
they take on an active role in their own
learning; they are communities of learners
and places where students' minds are
engaged. In the same way, Writing to Learn
is an active process of children engaging
with one another through discussion of a
variety of texts as they make connections,
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ask questions, and explore answers. Writing
to Learn, as an inquiry based curriculum
process, is relevant to learners because it is
derived from children’s interests and
passions to support learning that is authentic
(Edelsky, Smith, & Faltis, 2008).
Illustration of the Writing to Learn
Process with a Themed Study
The following example illustrates the
Writing to Learn process as it unfolds in a
5th grade dual-language classroom in an
economically and culturally diverse, urban
school district located in a large city in the
Southwest. While studying American
History and reading in their social studies
text, the students have generated interest in
the Japanese Internment after finding a short
paragraph alluding to the internment of
Japanese Americans after the bombing of
Pearl Harbor. Ms. Manly, the teacher,
decides to dedicate 15 to 30 minutes of class
time over the next three days to introduce
her students to the topic using a variety of
texts to pique their interest even more. The
snapshot below demonstrates how Ms.
Manly uses a variety of carefully chosen
texts to take her students through the
Writing to Learn process in order to
generate a rich array of interest and
questions from her students.
Classroom Snapshot:
Twenty-six 5th graders are gathered on the
carpet, notebooks and pencils placed
carefully on the floor beside them. Ms.
Manly holds the book, Baseball Saved Us,
up high for her students to study the cover.
She begins, “Yesterday we read in our social
studies book about the Japanese Americans
that were interned during the war. I would
like to share this book with you to see what
more we can find out about what happened
to them. Just looking at the cover, what do
you think we might learn from this book?”

A number of children eagerly raise their
hands. “Turn to your shoulder partner and
talk about what you think this book might be
about,” she continues. A buzz of voices fill
the room as the children turn and share their
ideas and thinking with the person on their
right or left. Ms. Manly then asks several of
the students to share out what they and their
partners are thinking about the story they are
about to hear. After a few moments of
sharing and discussion, Ms. Manly opens up
to the first page of the book and begins
reading:
“We weren’t in a camp that was fun,
like summer camp. Ours was in the
middle of nowhere, and we were behind
a barbed-wire fence. Soldiers with
guns made sure we stayed there, and
the man in the tower saw everything we
did, no matter where we were….”
Ms. Manly continues reading the story aloud
as her students listen intently, eyes wide
with expression as she shares the story of
Shorty, a young Japanese American boy
who is sent to live in an Internment camp
during WWII. Shorty and the other
internees struggle to understand the events
that have caused them to be locked up in this
camp in the middle of nowhere, where
everyone is unhappy. As the story unfolds
the children hear that through their
determination and resourcefulness, the
Japanese internees come up with the idea of
playing baseball as a way to endure the
endless months and years of internment and
turn their thoughts and energies toward
something productive.
As Ms. Manly finishes reading the last page,
she turns to the author’s note at the back of
the book. She reads Ken Mochizuki’s note
about how none of the Japanese immigrants
or their children who were American
citizens were ever proven to be dangerous to
the U.S. during the war. She also shares
how in 1988, the U.S. government admitted
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that what it did in interning the Japanese was
wrong. Ms. Manly then asks her students to
turn to their neighbors and share their
thoughts about the story they just heard.
After time to talk and hear others’ thoughts,
Ms. Manly then asks each student to
complete the Writing to Learn (Appendix B)
chart that she has distributed to the class.
On the chart, students first write down their
own reactions to the story in the first column
under Response. They tell how the book
impacted them, how it made them feel, or
what they liked or disliked. The students
write about feeling surprised and angry
about what happened to Shorty and his
family; they say it was unfair for Shorty and
the others to have to go through this
hardship and injustice simply because they
are immigrants and “look different.”
After recording their responses and
reactions, the students complete the second
portion of the column labeled Facts. Here
the students write down any facts about the
Japanese Internment that they learned from
the book. The students write that the
internees had to live in horse stalls, that they
were housed together in tiny rooms in
barracks and had to live with total strangers.
They notice and record that the camps were
surrounded by barbed wire fences with
armed guards, and they record that the
internees built baseball fields and had
baseball leagues, and that they were very
resourceful.
After responding individually on their own
charts, Ms. Manly asks the students to share
out with the whole class what they have
written, and she records their responses on a
large Writing to Learn chart at the front of
the room. Here she captures the students’
thinking and ideas for the whole class to see,
consider and wonder about. Ms. Manly then
asks students to go back to their own charts
to reflect and complete the last portion of the
Texas Journal of Literacy Education
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column titled I wonder. The students record
anything they are now wondering about,
want to know more about, or any questions
they have. After the students complete their
charts, they share out their questions and
wonderings as a whole class while Ms.
Manly again records these on their large
class chart. The students fervently share
their questions and wonderings,
“How many people were interned in
the camps?”
“How many camps were there’?
“Was Shorty’s the only one?”
“Where was this camp located?”
“What happened when the internees
were allowed to return home?”
“Were they able to go back to their
own homes when the war was over?”
Ms. Manly quickly records the students’
questions and wonderings and complements
the class on the wonderful array of questions
they have raised. She even adds a couple of
her own questions to the class chart,
remarking how she was also wondering
about what happened after the camp closed.
“I wonder if the camp is still there or was it
taken down after the war?” Her question
generates new questions, and one child
eagerly asks, “If it is, do you think we could
visit the camp for a field trip?”
Ms. Manly smiles, and instead of answering
the question, adds it to the list of questions
the class has already generated on the class
Writing to Learn chart. “Wow,” she
concludes, “these are great questions! We
are going to leave these up here for all of us
to look at and think about. Tomorrow, we’ll
come back to these and see if we have any
new thoughts that we’d like to add to our
thinking about the Japanese Internment.”
And with that, she concludes Day 1 of the
Writing to Learn process.
Over the next two days Ms. Manly will
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continue building this springboard to inquiry
as she takes her students through a second
and third experience, each one providing
some interesting knowledge and information
about a different aspect of Japanese
Internment. Her aim is to choose a text or
format that will be interesting and engaging
but not provide too much information. She
wants the experience to continue to fuel her
students’ curiosity and generate more and
deeper questions for inquiry. For experience
two, she shares an actual newspaper
editorial from the San Francisco Times from
1943 that admonishes the Japanese to submit
peacefully to their captivity as a way to
show honor and patriotism to their country.
Following the reading of the newspaper
editorial, the students complete the second
column of their Writing to Learn charts, and
share their responses with the whole class
just as they have done on Day 1. They
generate a whole new array of questions
such as:
“Did everyone agree that the
Japanese Americans should go
peacefully?”
“Did any of them refuse to go? If so,
what happened to them?”
“What did people from other races
think about what was happening?”
“Did anyone stand up for them?”
All of the students’ questions are carefully
recorded and posted in the room for
everyone to consider and think about. For
Day 3, Ms. Manly presents a short 5-minute
photo essay that vividly captures the essence
of the Internment experience with powerful
black and white photos from the era. The
focus of her students’ comments and
questions now centers on the political and
historical aspects of the event. The students
continue to complete their chart recording
their reactions and identifying different facts
that connect and build on their previous
knowledge. The array of questions they

generate about this historical event
continues to grow larger and deeper in
intensity over the three days.
At the end of the three days of Writing to
Learn experiences, the students in Ms.
Manly’s class have gained valuable
background knowledge of the Japanese
Internment. They have viewed, heard, read,
and discussed the event from a variety of
perspectives and angles, and most
importantly, they have come up with a long
list of authentic questions that they really
want to know about. Using these questions
as a springboard for student inquiry, Ms.
Manly has groups of students choose
questions from the class Writing to Learn
chart to explore and investigate over the
next several days. The students work
together to research the questions looking
for as many answers as they can find and
will eventually share what they learn with
the whole class. By the end of the class’s
inquiry on Japanese Internment, the students
have explored the topic both extensively and
intensively, creating a rich and meaningful
understanding of this important historical
event.
Discussion of The Writing to Learn
Process:
As a springboard to inquiry, the Writing to
Learn process illustrated by Ms. Manly’s
class is designed not to answer questions,
but to generate student questions and
wonderings by providing them with enough
connection to and background knowledge of
a topic that students want to know more. As
Wolk (2008) explained:
Inquiry is not a free-for-all, and it is
not about letting students study
whatever they want. Rather, inquirybased teaching is collaborative,
investigative, and deeply intellectual.
The teacher has a responsibility to
make the inquiry experience
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purposeful and highly thoughtful.
Teachers are the primary architects
of the learning experience. (p. 6)
Ms. Manly builds on the children’s
questions, curiosity and interests to develop
inquiry projects that extend and expand
beyond the textbook. In this way, the
curriculum and the learning experiences are
shaped by both the teacher and the students
to the interests of that particular group,
making it both student centered and
relevant.
The Writing to Learn process begins with
providing students with short, focused
experiences that engage them in the topic of
study. These experiences help students
make personal connections to the topic and
build important background knowledge and
interest leading to greater personal
engagement and motivation to explore and
learn. In preparing to use the Writing to
Learn process, the choice of texts is crucial.
The teacher chooses several short, engaging
texts or activities that she feels will
introduce some aspect of the topic under
study in an interesting or intriguing way
without giving away too much information
to students. The information can be
presented in any engaging format–a picture
book related to the topic, a science
experiment, a short video or YouTube clip, a
news article or a collection of photos, etc.
The decision in choosing these texts or
activities is different from our usual thinking
when selecting teaching materials. Instead
of providing students with all that is needed
for them to know and learn carefully choose
texts and/or materials that only introduce
some interesting aspect of the topic, leading
the students to wonder and want to know
more. The aim here is to give students just
enough background information to build
interest and motivation to ask their own
questions and inquiries to learn more.
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Ms. Manley chose the children’s picture
book Baseball Saved Us by Ken Mochizuki
because she knew this historical fiction text
would provide her students with a factual
account of life in the internment camps
through the eyes of a child, something her
students could readily relate to. Through
sharing the story, she believed that her
students would gain important background
information about the internment while also
building an emotional connection to Shorty
and his family and experience the
humiliation and frustration of being locked
up behind barbed wire simply because of
their heritage. During the read aloud, Ms.
Manly engaged the children in building
connections and background knowledge
about the Japanese Internment, and
throughout the process, she records the
students’ questions; however, she doesn’t
answer their questions for them. Instead,
she carefully charts the students’ questions
and displays them for all to consider, reflect
on, and discuss. Finding answers to these
questions will be the ongoing work of
students over the following week as they
take up their inquiries and engage in
independent research and exploration.
The richness and depth of students’
questions and wondering at this point in the
process also reveals how critical it is for
students to make personal connections to
topics they are learning about and shows
how powerful background knowledge and
experience is for helping students become
invested and motivated to learn more. As
demonstrated, the questions and wonderings
posed by students after hearing and
discussing the different texts are rich and
multi-faceted and show a deep interest in the
internees’ lives and experiences. As the
students share out their thinking and
wonderings for Ms. Manley to record, it is
evident that their interest is piqued and they
want to know more about this topic.
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Traditionally, this opportunity to share with
partners or in a small group before sharing
with the whole class is important for making
a space for all students to formulate their
own ideas and response. It is especially
important for English learners and those
students who may not feel as confident in
sharing their ideas and feelings in the whole
class context.
Writing to Learn can be used in any content
area and can utilize a variety of materials
and resources including the use of required
content from basal readers or packaged
programs, but it is not limited to these texts.
What makes Writing to Learn such a
valuable learning tool is the way that the
content is presented and taken up by
students resulting in a richer, more in-depth
exploration and learning of any topic of
study.
Conclusion
Wolk (2008) advocates:
If we want students to care about learning
and the world, then we need to make
school, their learning, and the world
interesting and purposeful. To do that, we
must toss the transmission model of
teaching into the bin of obsolete
educational practices and make our
classrooms bloom with the intellectual
and creative buzz of inquiry. (p. 4)

Inquiry learning and the Writing to Learn
process presented here enrich literacy
learning and are particularly supportive of
English Language Learners. By including
inquiry in a curriculum, student choice is
valued in learning and creates an
environment that invites students to ask
questions that really matter to them.
Participating in this way also provides
opportunities for students to connect current
learning to prior knowledge and relate this
to their lived experiences in the real world.
Additionally it makes available
opportunities to engage with other learners
in ways that support authentic literacy
development and language use (Edelsky,
Smith & Faltis, 2008). Furthermore, it is an
opportunity for teachers to learn alongside
students, building curriculum that can be
responsive to the interests and needs of
every student.
Faryl Kander is an Assistant Professor of
literacy in the School of Teaching and
Curriculum Leadership at Oklahoma State
University. She may be reached at
faryl.kander@okstate.edu.
Dawn Lambson is an Assistant Professor in
the Department of English at Arizona State
University. She may be reached at
Dawn.Lambson@asu.edu.
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Appendix A
B-K-W-L-Q
Build Background What Do I Know? What Do I Want
to Know?

What Did I
Learn?

What New
Questions Do I
Have?

B-K-W-L-Q from Yellow Brick Roads: Shared and Guided Paths to Independent Reading 4-12 by Janet Allen. Copyright © 2000. Stenhouse
Publishers.

Appendix B
Writing to Learn
Source:

Source:

Source:

Response:

Response:

Response:

Facts:

Facts:

Facts:

I wonder:

Connections:
I wonder/I want to know:

o

Connections:
Now that I know________ I’m
interested in
knowing_____________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
__________

Writing to Learn. Adapted from Yellow Brick Roads: Shared and Guided Paths to Independent Reading 4-12 by Janet Allen. Copyright © 2000.
Stenhouse Publishers.
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Abstract
Teacher Preparation Programs must work towards not only preparing preservice teachers to
have knowledge of classroom pedagogy but also must expand preservice teachers understanding
of content knowledge as well as to develop higher-order thinking which includes thinking
critically. This mixed methods study examined how writing shapes thinking and how writing in
the content areas can be a tool to promote both critical thinking and learning new content
material. This study focused on preservice teachers and utilized structured writing assignment
tasks including surveys and rubrics to assess and measure progress throughout the semester.
Research questions addressed in this study: 1) Does writing in the content area help preservice
teachers learn new material? 2) Does writing in the content area translate to critical thinking for
preservice teachers? and 3) If writing shapes thinking, to what degree does it shape critical
thinking for preservice teachers? Overall, findings indicate positive correlations between
writing to learn and progress towards critical thinking.

Introduction
In an era of digital literacies, where we are
constantly overwhelmed with new
information and new technologies,
classroom teachers are challenged with
motivating and challenging students to be
both reflective and critical thinkers.
Rosenblatt's (1978) reader response theory
suggest that readers interrupt and make
meaning based on what exists in the mind of
the reader and what they bring to the
readings. Additionally, research has
indicated that we have become a nation that
has developed students who can read and
summarize information well but only three
out of every 100 students enrolled in K-12
academic settings have the ability to
critically analyze and synthesize information
(Conley, 2012; Mullis, Campbell, &
Farstrup, 1993). These statistics mean that

	
  

high school students are not college ready
(Conley, 2012).
Newell (2006) suggests that helping students
to be critical thinkers and college ready
could be accomplished if more teachers
utilized the constructivist approach. This
view of teaching and learning is based on
the notion that learning is a process
involving tentative explorations of
information that could help students to
become more thoughtful about their
learning. Understanding or knowledge of
information grows and changes as the
learning process progresses. Newell (2006)
further agrees with Langer & Applebee
(2007) in that "knowledge out of context
often emphasizes memorization and rote
learning” (p. 16-17). According to Newell
(2006), a constructivist approach of
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knowledge in action combines knowledge of
current and past ideas, conversations, issues,
and areas of concern. With this framework
in mind, Newell (2006) suggests that when
writing assignments are used within
specialized fields or genres they offer new
ways of understanding and expanding. The
following three research questions are the
primary focus of this mixed methods study:
1. Does writing in the content area help
preservice teachers learn new
material?
2. Does writing in the content area
translate to critical thinking for
preservice teachers?
3. If writing shapes thinking, as
indicated by the literature, then to
what degree, if possible, does it
shape critical thinking for preservice
teachers?

Literature Review
Writing Shapes Thinking and Learning
The act of writing shapes thinking as it
develops the metacognitive processes
fostering deeper understanding, connections
between texts, and higher order thinking
(Williams, 2005). Research shows that
specific types of writing contribute to the
shaping of thinking (Bangert-Drowns,
Hurley & Wilkinson, 2004; MacArthur,
Graham, & Fitzgerald, 2006; Knipper, 2006;
Knipper & Duggan, 2006; Paul, Elder, &
Bartell, 1997; Williams, 2005). One
example of a specific type of writing that
shapes thinking is discussion posts.
Discussion posts require students to focus on
their analytic writing in order to concisely
answer a prompt. At the same time, students
are asked to elaborate on their responses
adding to their understanding of the topic
beyond the textbook definition. This is in
contrast to the types of writing which
provide a boarder understanding of material,
at a more surface level of understanding,
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such as journals or summaries (Langer &
Applebee, 2007).
Writing shapes thinking in two different
ways. First, it molds understanding because
one engages in writing to learn. Secondly, it
shapes the development of critical thinking
(Bangert-Drowns, Hurley & Wilkinson,
2004; Knipper & Duggan, 2006; Langer &
Applebee, 2007; Williams, 2005).
Writing for purposes of constructing
meaning across content areas is a powerful
approach for learning subject matter
(Knipper & Duggan, 2006). While there is a
consensus that writing is beneficial for
students, there is a still a debate on how
writing instruction can increase course
content understanding and knowledge.
Some research supports that writing to learn
has an impact on student achievement,
especially related to critical thinking
(Bangert-Drowns, Hurley & Wilkinson,
2004). A meta-analysis study conducted
coded 17 variables related to writing to
learn, which were then sorted into the
following categories: intensity of treatment,
features of writing tasks, contextual,
methodological, and publication.
Metacognitive stimulation and feedback on
writing assignments showed significant
effect sizes within the category of features
of writing tasks (Bangert-Drowns, Hurley &
Wilkinson, 2004). The significant effect
sizes indicate that the greatest amount of
growth occurs when students receive
feedback on their work as well as when the
writing assignments required the students to
engage in higher order thinking in order to
answer writing prompts. Findings also
showed significant effect sizes for the length
of the treatment and minutes per writing
tasks within the category of intensity of
treatment. This shows a correlation between
the amount of time students spent on a
writing task and the number of times the
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student repeated the same task. This
correlation indicates that repeated practice
helps students to improve their writing and
critical thinking as they are repeatedly
engaged in the writing process.

solver who is capable of evaluating
information in order to make meaning from
it, and be open to seeking out new
understandings based on evidence (McPeck,
1981; Paul & Elder, 2003; Solon, 2003).

Construct of Critical Thinking
Critical thinking is defined in a variety of
ways depending on the context in which it is
utilized. McPeck (1981) defines critical
thinking as discipline specific problem
solving skills in a specific area. Solon
(2003) refers to critical thinking as skills
inclusive of the following:
“1) inferences 2) assumptions and
conclusions 3) consistent and inconsistent
statements 4) deductive and inductive
reasoning 5) valid and invalid arguments 6)
credible versus questionable claims 7)
meaningful versus vague or meaningless
language 8) relevant versus irrelevant
evidence and 9) scientific versus
pseudoscientific procedures” (p.26-27).

Challenges towards developing critical
thinking include failure to identify creditable
sources which in turn affects the quality of
the conclusions, as society as a whole tends
to be over eager to accept information as
true without first identifying the reliability
of the source (Williams, 2005). Debate is
also centered on the best method for
teaching critical thinking skills. Some feel
that critical thinking is domain specific,
while others feel it can be sought separately
and applied cross-curricula (BeharHorensein & Niu, 2011; Williams, 2005).
Yet, both sides of the debate agree that the
greatest gains in critical thinking occur when
there is explicit instruction (BeharHorensein & Niu, 2011).

Critical thinking is broken down into two
equally important components: cognitive
disposition and ability. Cognitive
disposition is characterized by a willingness
to explore abstract ideas, controlling
impulsivity, being open to new ideas, and a
desire to be challenged and to challenge
(Halpern, 2005; Halpern, 1998; Paul &
Elder, 2003; Winn, 2004). The ability to
think critically is characterized by the
process of evaluating, synthesizing,
analyzing and drawing logical conclusions
or understandings based on the information
(Willliams, 2005). In order to be a critical
thinker one must have both the cognitive
disposition and the ability to think critically.

Critical Thinking within Teacher
Preparation Programs
The importance of being able to think
critically is proclaimed over and over, both
in the educational setting and the real world
(Forehand, 2005; Mullis, Campbell, &
Farstrup, 1993). In the state of Texas, the
Texas College Readiness Standards, which
are cross disciplinary, encourage research,
synthesis, and analysis within the standards
prompting critical thinking. Therefore, it
stands to reason that within the field of
teacher preparation programs that teaching
and learning through critical thinking would
be a priority. However, studies show that
few teacher educators have a deep
understanding of critical thinking (Forehand,
2005; Paul, Elder, & Bartell, 1997;
Williams, 2005), as 89% of higher education
teachers in one study indicated that critical
thinking was a priority, yet only 9% focused

While definitions of critical thinking may
vary, they all support the notion that it takes
time to develop the skills that lead towards
the development of becoming a critical
thinker. In addition, one must be a problem
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on critical thinking on a daily basis
(Forehand, 2005; Paul et al, 1997).

weaker sources, while relying on their
personal understandings to support their
responses (Williams, 2005).

Deliberate, systematic approaches are
needed in order to address critical thinking
in teacher preparation programs (Williams,
2005). Critical thinking must be introduced,
reinforced, and mastered throughout the
coursework as it is not a skill that is simply
absorbed by the student. The greatest gains
in critical thinking occur when it is
embedded in the course content over time.
Preservice teachers are being prepared to
teach K-12 students content material. Thus,
content knowledge is critical to the
development of critical thinking. Without
the content knowledge, it becomes
challenging to critically think about a
specific subject. Once there is a content
knowledge base, however, one must learn to
question the information so that new
understandings can be made. This is best
accomplished by relating course content to
student experiences, current events, and
sources beyond the textbook. Writing
provides an outlet for this questioning of
content, making meaning and formulating
new ideas. Writing promotes synthesis and
analysis of content, whether it is through
reflections, summaries, essays or research
papers.
Another component of becoming a critical
thinker is developing problem-solving skills	
  
(McPeck, 1981; Paul & Elder, 2003; Solon,
2003). Problem-solving skills are developed
when a student can identify an important
issue in society and then research several
possible resolutions to the problem. One
study found that preservice teachers who
scored high on critical thinking skills sought
out information sources of high quality to
support their writings, which translated into
more accurate and thorough responses,
while those who rated lower in critical
thinking skills, often identified fewer and
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

Another challenge to teaching critical
thinking is the resistance from the students
(Keeley, Shemberg, Cowell, & Zinnbauer,
1995; Williams, 2005). Students resist
ambiguity and are uncomfortable when there
is not a single correct answer. Yet, it is only
when one begins to question one’s
understanding that critical thinking can
occur. Writing is a perfect vehicle to foster
critical thinking as prompts can be openended or scaffold questions. Open-ended
questions provide critical thinking
opportunities to students as there is not a
single right or wrong answer. Rather, the
purpose of open-ended questions is to spark
discussion and critical thinking. Students
support their answers using textbooks or
research, but then expand on the idea by
adding their own synthesis and analysis.
Scaffold questioning is a differentiating
process where the teacher provides
assistance to students with the goal of
transitioning the student to becoming an
independent learner. The teacher provides
support based on the individual needs of the
student (Ellis, 2000).
Writing assignments are an excellent way to
cultivate critical thinking skills. Critical
reflective writing has proven to be an
effective way to develop critical thinking
skills in teacher preparation programs.
Dewey (1933) was one of the earliest
supporters of the use of reflection during
teacher preparation programs. He identified
three components of reflection: openmindedness, responsibility, and
wholeheartedness. When a person uses
these components to evaluate their work it
results in an individual’s cognitive growth.
In current society, some teachers make
decisions and deliver content instruction
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without understanding the why, or reflecting
on their decisions or the happenings in the
classroom (Shulman, 1998; Yost, Sentner &
Forlenza-Bailey, 2000). Teacher
preparation programs must promote both
content knowledge and critical thinking
skills, as teachers need to be both
knowledgeable and critical thinkers in order
to pass on these skills to their students
(Darling-Hammond, Bransford, LePage,
Hammerness, & Duffy, 2007).
Research shows that critical reflection
results in gradual growth evolving from
technical writing to more complex writing
(Guillaume & Rudney, 1993). Critical
reflections provide opportunities for
preservice teachers to draw on content
knowledge and skills, apply their critical
thinking, in order to create new
understanding. This process involves using
problem-solving skills, which is one of the
key components of critical thinking (Yost,
Sentner & Forlenza-Bailey, 2000). By
engaging students in critical reflection, one
is operating at the highest level of Bloom’s
Taxonomy. “The end result of critical
reflection for the individual is cognitive
change” (Yost et al, 2000, p. 41).
Literature reflects the power of writing to
shape thinking and learning (BeharHorenstein & Niu, 2011; Guillaume &
Rudney, 1993; Yost, et al, 2000). Using
writing assignments in teacher preparation
programs are well documented to have
positive effects on critical thinking and
learning (Shulman, 1987; Williams, 2005).
Yet, teacher preparation programs still have
not fully embraced writing as a tool to teach
critical thinking (Shulman, 1987; Williams,
2005). “It is unlikely that future teachers
will promote students’ critical thinking
unless future teachers themselves become
skilled critical thinkers. It is equally
unlikely that teacher education students will
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become skilled critical thinkers if critical
thinking practices are not emphasized in
their teacher education programs”
(Williams, 2005, p. 164). Thus, it is critical
that educational institutions embrace this
change, and shift to the paradigm that the
objective of teacher preparation programs is
to teach preservice teachers how to think
rather than what to think (Daud & Husin,
2004, p.478).

Method
Participants
This study took place in the southwestern
Texas region. The bilingual students were
predominately Hispanic with first or secondgeneration college students. The
participants were undergraduate preservice
teachers enrolled in two different upperlevel writing intensive (WIN) diversity
courses taught by two different professors.
At the beginning of the study, there were 93
participants, but due to attrition, only eightyeight (67 female and 21 male) participants
were included due to completion of both pre
and post surveys.
Survey Instruments
Preservice teachers completed a pre/post
Likert-scale Writing Self-Assessment
Survey developed by the researchers. The
Writing Self-Assessment Survey previously
piloted was to determine the clarity and
quality of the questions in the survey. The
survey instrument consisted of a variety of
responses including 19 demographic
questions and 31 questions related to student
writing practices, writing grammar and skill
components, and self-reflection on writing
growth over the semester. In some cases,
participants were asked to scale/rank
themselves according to the Likert scale,
which included: Almost always (5),
Sometimes (4), Once in a while (3), Rarely
(2), and Never (1).
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Structured Writing Assignment: Rubrics
for Measuring Learning and Critical
Thinking
Preservice teachers in the study were
assigned ten chapter-writing assignments
throughout the semester. The assignment
requirements included: accurate descriptions
of issues and ideas from chapters, inferences
on three main points from chapters,
additional reference support, collective
synthesis and reflection that expands on
teaching and learning, and grammar and
format (APA). The structured writing
assignment was the same for each chapter
summary and students received feedback on
each chapter summary as a means of
improving their understanding of the content
as well as their critical thinking skills.

truth, and Research: makes connections
from text to other texts. Each component
was scored on a scale from 4-1 depending
on the criteria. The superior level 4
demonstrated mastery at the highest level.
Level 3 skill ranking represents effective
application of skills. Level 2 adequate level
indicates novice use of critical thinking
criteria. Inadequate level 1 represents little
to no understanding of the critical thinking
categories (see Appendix B).

Student data analyzed for purposes of this
study included the first and last chapter
summaries submitted by students. The
researchers scored 25 sets of writing
samples, which were randomly selected
from the various course sections. The
writing samples were scored utilizing both a
rubric for measuring learning (Sanchez &
Lewis, 2013; see Appendix A) and a rubric
for measuring critical thinking (see appendix
B) which were developed by the researchers
reflective of current literature (McPeck,
1981; Solon, 2003; Tomasek, 2009).

Results

The rubric measuring learning focused on 5
categories: description, inference, reference
source, synthesis and grammar/formatting,
related to writing to learn content. Each
component was scored on a scale of 1-3
points depending on the criteria (see
Appendix A). The rubric measuring critical
thinking focused on 6 categories: Focus:
Clarify ambiguous meanings, Logic:
Interpret and draw conclusions, Logic:
Examine ideas of self and other authors,
Content: Show evidence of analysis and
evaluations of text, Reasoning: Questions
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

To establish a consensus in scoring the
essays, both examiners independently scored
a sample of 10 essays applying both rubrics
prior to the study. The inter-rater reliability
for the examiners was r =.90 for initial
ratings of the essays.

The results of this pre/post mixed methods
study address the following research
questions. First, the questions are provided
then how the data were analyzed and
reported.
Research Question #1
Research Question #1 asked if writing in the
content area helped preservice teachers learn
new material. The quantitative question
“Writing can help me learn” was selected
from the entire Writing Self-Assessment
Survey to answer this question specifically
and descriptive analysis was applied.
The data indicated that almost half of all the
students surveyed perceived writing as a tool
for helping them learn content material.
There was no increase in mean scores from
pre to post. Table 1 provides quantitative
data for the structured writing samples
scored with the rubric for measuring
learning. A comparative analysis was
applied to the data collection.
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Table 1
Writing can help me learn
Pre-Survey
Results

area over the semester. Moderate effect size
was seen in the three different categories:
Description r= .358; Reference Sources r=
.415; and Synthesis r= . 488. This means
there was moderate change in preservice
teachers using these skills.

Post-Survey
Results

M

1.7

M

SD

.784

SD .789

1.7

Almost Always

42 (46.2%)

42 (47.2%)

Sometimes

33 (36.6%)

33 (37.1%)

Once in a While

11 (12.9%)

11 (12.4%)

Rarely

2 (3.2%)

1 (1.1%)

Never

0%

1 (1.1%)
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The Inference category results indicated a
large effect size r= .867 which indicates
increases in how preservice teachers
collectively and effectively engaged in
reflecting on information learned and
expanding on teaching and learning
concepts by making inferences based on
collective information. Synthesis and
inferencing, which changed the most, are
ranked among the higher order thinking
skills categories, which contribute to critical
thinking (Forehand, 2005). Large effect
sizes are an indication that there is less
overlapping from pre to post and differences
indicating change in utilizing and applying
these skills from pre to post.

	
  

Student data, seen in Table 2, analyzed 25
sets of writing samples for the pre/post data.
Calculated effect sizes for all categories
from pre to post summaries provided
meaningful insights. Small effect range
sizes (ES) were seen in the category on
Grammar/ Formatting r=. 148. This is an
indication that little growth occurred in this

Table 2
Rubric for Measuring Learning on the Structured Writing Samples
M

SD

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Cohen's d

Effect Size r

Description

2.68

2.96

.48

.20

.767

.358

Inference

2.32

2.64

.48

.49

3.48

.867

Reference Source

2.12

2.68

.73

.48

.912

.415

Synthesis

2.12

2.64

.44

.49

1.12

.488

Grammar/

2.20

2.36

.50

.57

.299

.148

Formatting

Research Question #2
Research Question 2 asked if writing in the
content area translated to critical thinking

for preservice teachers. Table 3 below
provides quantitative data from the
structured writing samples scored with the
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rubric used for measuring critical thinking.
Comparative analyses were used to examine
this data.

(ES) were reported for the Focus category
r=.389. Medium effect sizes for Logic
category were reported r= . 304. The
Content category r= .377 and Reasoning
category r=. 320 both reported medium
effect size ranges. All categories reporting
medium effect size ranges are an indication
of moderate overlapping from pre to post
with signifies a change in the critical
thinking skills application while still a
moderate advancement towards practicing
and utilizing critical thinking skills
applications.

Table 3 provides data results on the means
and standard deviations of the first and last
summaries of the structured writing
assignments. Calculated effect sizes for all
categories from pre to post summaries
provided meaningful insights. Small effect
range sizes (ES) were reported for the Logic
category r=.285 as well as for the Research
category r=.280. Medium effect range sizes

Table 3
Rubric for Measuring Critical Thinking on Structured Writing Samples
M

SD

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Cohen's d

Effect Size r

FOCUS: Clarify
ambiguous meaning

2.48

3.00

.59

.65

.843

.389

LOGIC: Interpret &
Draw Conclusions

2.40

2.80

.58

.50

.594

.285

LOGIC: Examine
ideas of self and other
authors

2.36

2.84

.81

.69

.684

.304

CONTENT: Show
evidence of analysis
& evaluations of text

2.32

2.76

.56

.52

.815

.377

REASONONG:
Questions truth

1.96

2.60

.89

1.00

.677

.320

RESEARCH: Makes
connections from text
to other resources

2.40

2.84

.71

.80

.583

.280

Research Question #3
Research Question #3 asked if writing
shaped one’s thinking, and if so, to what
degree does it shape critical thinking for
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

preservice teachers. Tables 2 and 3 provide
quantitative data from structured writing
samples scored with a rubric for measuring
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critical thinking. Comparative analysis was
applied to this data.
Williams (2005) suggest that it takes time to
develop skills that serve as catalyst for
critical thinking skills and that problem
solving skills as part of this process that
leads toward new understandings based on
evidence. Table 3 indicates moderate
growth from pre to post in Focus: Clarify
meaning, Logic: Examine ideas of self and
other authors, Content: Show evidence of
analysis and evaluations of text, and
Reasoning: Questions truth. This category
collectively reflects learning of content
material but expands beyond surface
learning towards higher order levels of
thinking for preservice teachers. Synthesis
and Inferences (Table 2) also support the
findings reported in Table 3. Definitions of
critical thinking vary, but according to Solon
(2003) critical thinking includes the ability
to inference, raise conclusions, question
claims, and examine evidence, which this
data supports the preservice teachers used.
Overall, findings in Tables 2 and 3 are
indications that the structured writing tasks
student are engaging in, contributes to
shaping their thinking, as well as contributes
towards increasing their content area
knowledge.
Discussions and Conclusions
As Knipper and Duggan (2006) stated
writing across content areas is a powerful
approach for learning subject matter. This is
aligned with the data of students presurveyed, as 77 (83%) indicated that they
sometimes or almost always used writing to
help them learn content course material.
With this said, there was a small gradual
increase in this perception post surveyed 75
(84%, Table 1).
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Moderate growth from pre to post occurred
in the Description and Reference Source
categories reflected in growth of content
material (Table 2). Additionally, large
effect size growth for Synthesis and
Inference categories were also shown. The
structured writing assignment tasks from pre
to post suggest that throughout the semester
preservice teachers developed their
understanding of the content material as well
as created new understandings of the
material. Langer and Applebee (2007)
suggest that writing shapes thinking and it
fosters deeper understandings of connections
between texts, which lead to higher order
thinking. Table 2 pre-surveyed indicates
that preservice teachers are average/above
average in course content knowledge and
potentially college ready. Based on the
moderate to large effect sizes reported, the
data here supports the research that writing
can be an effective mechanism to learn
content material.
The value of writing to learn is recognized
in current literature and is supported by the
findings of this research study, where there
were moderate to large areas of growth pre
to post. This study expands on and supports
the findings in a previous study, “Writing to
Learn: A Study of Preservice Teachers
Demonstrated Increased Content Knowledge
through the use of Structured Writing
Assignments” conducted by Sanchez and
Lewis (2013). The correlations between the
two studies further supports the positive
effects found in connection to writing to
learn content material.
The positive effects related to critical
thinking are encouraging as it demonstrates
that preservice teachers are being provided
systematic instruction to develop their
critical thinking skills over time. This is a
necessary step, for developing as a critical
thinker, which is well-documented in the
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literature (Solon, 2003). This is also
encouraging data as research suggests that
there is a disconnect between preservice
teachers using critical thinking skills in the
k-12 classroom and college professors
integrating critical thinking skills in the
coursework (Darling-Hammond, Bransford,
LePage, Hammerness, & Duffy, 2007;
Keeley, Shemberg, Cowell, & Zinnbauer,
1995; Yost, Sentner & Forlenza-Bailey,
2000).
The structured writing tasks assigned to
preservice teachers were designed to guide
their learning and understanding of course
material while nurturing their development
towards critical thinking. The writing tasks
were repeated multiple times throughout the
semester, which allowed for repeated
practice of these skills. Paul, Elder, and
Bartell (1997) indicated that critical thinking
must be introduced, reinforced, and
mastered throughout the coursework as it is
not a simple skill that is immediately
absorbed. Furthermore, Williams (2005)
found that critical thinking cannot be
confined to course material alone, but rather
must be inclusive of outside resources,

references, and media. Collectively these
mediums serve as connections or
opportunities to question truths, which help
shape critical thinking for preservice
teachers.
The findings in this study suggest that
Teacher Preparation programs can promote
critical thinking of preservice teachers by
opportunities to write. Further, research is
needed to evaluate the long term effects of
systematically providing instruction for
preservice teachers in critical thinking skills.
Bernice Sanchez is an Assistant Professor
in the Department of Professional Programs
at Texas A&M International University.
She is also the director of the South Texas
Writing Project. You may contact her at
bsanchez@tamiu.edu.
Katie D. Lewis is an Assistant Professor in
the Department of Curriculum and
Pedagogy at Texas A&M International
University. She may be reached at
katie.lewis@tamiu.edu.
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Appendix A: Rubric: Measuring Learning
Excellent/Good 3

Average 2

Below Average/Poor
1

Accurate descriptions
of issues/ideas within
the chapters

Limited descriptions
of issues/ideas within
the chapters

Inaccurate/errors in
descriptions of
issues/ideas within the
chapters

Inference

Implication of 3 main
points from chapters

Implication of less
than 3 main points
from chapters

Inaccurate/errors of
implications of main
points from chapters

Reference Source

Additional
reference(s) supports
inferences

Additional reference
provides minimal
support of inferences

Additional reference
does not support
inferences

Synthesis

Description,
inference, and
reference source
collectively and
effectively reflect and
expand on teaching
and learning

Description,
inference, and
reference source
collectively and
moderately reflect and
expand on teaching
and learning

Description,
inference, and
reference source
include
inaccuracies/errors
and fail to expand on
teaching and learning

Grammar & format
(APA) correct

Minor grammar and/
format (APA) errors

Assignment
Requirements
Description

Grammar &
Formatting (APA)

Multiple grammar
and/ format (APA)
errors

Sanchez and Lewis (2013)
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Appendix B: Rubric for Measuring Critical Thinking

Critical
Thinking
Rubric

Superior 4:
Mastery
highest level

Skilled 3:
Effective
application of skills

Adequate 2:
Novice use of
critical thinking
criteria

Inadequate 1:
Little to no
understanding

FOCUS: Clarify
ambiguous
meaning
LOGIC:
Interpret and
draw
conclusions
LOGIC:
Examine ideas
of self and other
authors
CONTENT:
Show evidence
of analysis and
evaluation text
REASONING:
Questions truth
RESEARCH:
Makes
connections
from text to
other text
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Finding the Common Ground:
A Comparison of Writing Expectations and Outcomes
Between the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills and the
Common Core State Standards
Pat Jacoby
Authentic Learning
Sheri Vasinda
Oklahoma State University
Abstract
In the Winter 2013 edition of the Texas Journal of Literacy Education, we announced that a
special task force from the TALE board would be sharing the common ground among the Texas
Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), Common Core State Standards (CCSS), and the College
and Career Readiness Standards (CCRS). In that first edition, we began part one of our four
part series by briefly discussing the history of the CCSS and the creation of the TEKS and the
CCRS. Here, in part two of the series, we compare these standards by examining the writing
standards of the TEKS and the CCSS.

Writing is fundamental to academic
achievement, career success, and life
achievements. In fact, competency in
written communication is consistently listed
as one of the top skills employers look for in
job candidates (National Association of
Colleges and Employers, 2013). Writing
strengthens our ability to demonstrate,
support, and deepen our knowledge. In
addition, our ability to communicate through
writing can contribute to our understanding
of relationships, the world around us, and/or
our own identify.
Concerns exist about whether or not students
are developing the writing skills necessary
for success in college or a career. The 2011
results (National Center for Education
Statistics, 2012) of the National Assessment
of Educational Progress (NAEP) show that

	
  

large portions of students are below gradelevel proficiency (Zumbrunn & Krause,
2012). The NAEP report showed that only
24% of students in eighth- and twelfth-grade
performed at the proficient or middle level.
This level does represent a solid academic
writing performance. However, 55% of
eighth-graders and 52% of twelfth-graders
performed at the basic or low level that
indicates partial mastery of knowledge and
skills that are essential for proficient work.
In addition, only 3% of eighth- and twelfthgraders demonstrated superior performance
and scored at the advanced level. Therefore,
writing instruction and standards addressing
writing instruction have become a concern
as well.
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What is Common in the TEKS and CCSS
for Writing Standards?
With all the attention that the Common Core
State Standards (CCSS) continue to garner
at national literacy conferences and reflected
in newly published resources, Texas
teachers may wonder how the Texas
Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)
compare. Thus, the Texas Association for
Literacy Education (TALE) board undertook
an analysis of these standards as a special
project for Texas educators in the current
national climate of Common Core. In this
article the comparison is focused on
standards for writing.
We began by comparing the Writing TEKS
and the CCSS side by side. We start with an
overall comparison of how the standards are
organized with the intent of only comparing
the specific grade-level standards of the
writing strands of both documents. For the
most part, that is what we did, but, because
writing is also tied to language, research and
reading, we sometimes had to branch out to
other strands. Most of our comparisons are
focused on processes and skills that are
described by grade level expectations and
are framed in the language and organization
of the TEKS. As we compared, we began to
see commonalities in both sets of standards
in terms of expectations for the writing
process, the genre of published products,
research and inquiry, and the use of
technology. Within those same categories
we noticed differences, as well, making this
an arduous task. Due to limits of time and
space, this is a general comparison as a
starting point for a broad-based
understanding. In this article, we briefly
present and examine the student
expectations for developing writing skills
from the TEKS and the CCSS around the
four commonalities previously mentioned.
To better understand this comparison, we
begin with an examination of how both sets
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

of standards are organized and then proceed
to the comparison of writing standards.
How are the TEKS and CCSS
Organized?
The organization of the English Language
Arts (ELA) TEKS is well known to Texas
teachers (see Table 1). The five strands
from grades K-12 include: Reading, writing,
oral and written conventions, research, and
listening and speaking. Within each strand
are Knowledge and Skills statements that
give overarching descriptions about what
students should understand for each substrand. Student expectations follow with
specific skills for student performance for
each grade level. With the advent of a more
rigorous test, State of Texas Assessment of
Academic Readiness (STAAR), the TEKS
student expectations are divided into two
additional categories, Readiness Standards
and Support Standards.
The CCSS are also organized into five
strands (see Table 1). The first four strands,
reading, writing, speaking and listening, and
language, extend from K-12. From Grades
6-12, there is an additional integrated strand
outlining the expectation that literacy
processes and skills are integrated into
content areas. This strand is called Literacy
in History/Social Studies, Science, and
Technical Subjects. Within each strand, the
College and Career Readiness (CCR) anchor
standards serves much the same purpose as
the Texas Knowledge and Skills statement
and is consistent from grades K-12 in both
numbering scheme and wording. For
example, Anchor Standard 2 (as seen below)
articulates the broad statement for
informational/explanatory writing:
Write informative/
explanatory texts to examine
and convey complex ideas
and information clearly and
accurately through the
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effective selection,
organization, and analysis of
content. (National Governors
Association Center for Best
Practices [NGA Center] &
Council of Chief State School
Officers [CCSSO], 2010a,
p.18)
Each of the ten CCR Anchor Standards in
the writing strand are differentiated and
further supported by specific grade-level
standards that articulate end of the year
expectations for students at each grade level.
These specifics are tagged with lowercase
letters. So in Writing Anchor Standard 2,
the fifth-grade level expectation is for the
student to “Provide a concluding statement
or section related to the information or
explanation presented” (NGA Center &
CCSSO, 2010a, p. 20) is listed as W.2.5.e: meaning, Writing, College and Career
Readiness Anchor Standard 2, grade 5,
Grade level expectation e. Additionally, the
ten CCR Anchor Standards are grouped into
the following four sub-strands: Text Types
and Purposes, Production and Distribution
of Writing, Research to Build and Present
Knowledge, and Range of Writing (NGA
Center & CCSSO, 2010a, p.20).
What is common?
Because we are preparing students for a
future in which knowledge work is the
currency for success in the information age
(Drucker, 1996), both sets of standards
emphasize rigor. Preparing students for
successful entry into either a career or
higher education is the overarching goal for
both sets of standards. The ELA objectives
are both organized into strands identifying
basic components of traditional literacies:
listening, speaking, reading and writing.
Each strand identifies both broad skills and
specific grade level expectations for what
students are expected to know and do by the
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end of each academic year. Additionally,
both sets of standards are cumulative.
Standards of the previous grades are
expected to be mastered for success at the
next grade level.
What is different?
Although both sets of standards are built on
the premise of increased rigor and readiness
for either higher education or the work
force, both Texas and the National
Governors Association developed their own
standards for success. The Texas College
and Career Readiness Standards (CCRS)
were developed in 2007 and approved in
2008 (Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board [THECB], & Educational Policy
Improvement Center [EPIC], 2009).
Because the timeline for developing the
TEKS did not allow for the CCRS to be
fully integrated, the CCRS were used more
extensively during the state’s assessment
redesign.
The development of the College and Career
Readiness standards for the CCSS was
begun shortly before the grade specific
standards, so the CCSS are directly aligned,
or anchored, to their CCR standards, thus
the CCSS term “anchor standards” (NGA
Center & CCSSO, 2010a, p. 10).
Throughout this and other articles that
include emphasis on College and Career
Readiness Standards, there is a slight
difference in initialized abbreviations for
each. Texas’ College and Career Readiness
Standards include the “S” for standards as
part of its official reference and thus the
initials: CCRS. The initials for College and
Career Readiness standards for the Common
Core are CCR without the “S”. These
minutely different initialized references are
used throughout the article and give
distinction to the targeted standards for both
the TEKS and CCSS.
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There are also differences in the strand
organization. The TEKS have five strands
identifying literacy components for K-12
students in Texas giving special emphasis to
research as a separate strand. Because the
CCRS were developed and approved around
the same time as the ELA TEKS were in
revision, they were not extensively
examined by the TEKS writing committee
and, therefore, were not directly aligned to
the TEKS. Therefore, the TEKS are not
completely aligned to the CCRS, which
leaves some alignment gaps.
The CCSS have five strands that organize

the expectations for K-12 students giving
special emphasis to a strand integrating
literacy skills and processes into content
areas beginning at 6th grade. This strand
puts an emphasis on a shared responsibility
for literacy in across disciplines because
literacy skills support knowledge building in
the content areas. Additionally, the CCSS
are directly aligned or “anchored” to their
CCR standards. The grade level
expectations provide specificity to the
broader learning statement outlined by the
CCR anchor standards and therefore each
grade level expectation is aligned to college
and career readiness.

Table 1
Comparison of the Organization of the Standards
TEKS

CCSS

K-12 Strands:
● Reading
● Writing
● Oral & Written Conventions
● Research
● Listening & Speaking

K-12 Strands:
● Reading
● Writing
● Speaking & Listening
● Language
6-12 Strand:
● Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science,
and Technical Subjects

Knowledge and Skills Statements
Student Expectations

Anchor Standards (which are the CCR)
Grade Level Standards

College and Career Readiness Standards (CCRS)

College and Career Readiness (CCR) Anchor Standards
(used as the Knowledge and Skills Statement)

What are the Expectations for the
Writing Process? Writing process (i.e.,
planning, drafting, revising, editing, and
publishing) is an organic process used by
experienced writers (Graves, 2003) and now
widely recognized as a process to support
developing writers that can be fostered in
classrooms (Calkins 1994, Fletcher, 2001,
Murray, 1972/2009). Zumbrunn and Krause
(2012) identified the following five
principles for effective writing instruction:
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

1) effective writing instructors realize the
impact of their own writing beliefs,
experiences, and classroom practices; 2)
effective writing instruction encourages
student motivation and engagement; 3)
effective writing instruction begins with
clear and deliberate planning, but is flexible;
4) effective writing instruction and practice
happen every day; and 5) effective writing
instruction is a scaffolded collaboration
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between teachers and students. Because
both the TEKS and CCSS strive to support
research-based practices, both identify
writing processes in Kindergarten through
Twelfth-grade as a foundational component
for developing effective communicators and
life-long writers.
What is Common?
The TEKS and the CCSS articulate a shared
understanding that all writers must develop,
organize, and strengthen their writing skills
by utilizing the broad components of the
writing process so that a clear and structured
message is conveyed to the reader. The
basic elements of planning, drafting,
revising, editing, and published are outlined
in both sets of standards. Additionally, there
is agreement that writing processes are
foundational for quality writing instruction
and it is important that writing assignments
have authentic purposes.
Another commonality is that both sets of
standards address written conventions in a
separate strand and both of those strands
connect written conventions to language
skills. The TEKS place conventions in the
Written and Oral Language strand. The
CCSS place them in the Language strand.
What is Different?
The knowledge and skills statement for the
TEKS comprehensively encompass writing
process as the following: “Students use
elements of the writing process (planning,
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing) to
compose text.” (University of Texas System
[UTS]/Texas Education Agency [TEA],
2009, p. 32). Student expectations further
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detail specific requirements for each part of
the process meaning there is a separate
TEKS for each identified part of the writing
process from planning to publishing.
The CCSS integrate writing process
expectations across four anchor standards
with additional emphasis on the use of
technology to support collaboration and
publishing. Anchor Standard 5 clusters the
expectations for “planning, revising, editing,
rewriting, or trying a new approach” (NGA
Center & CCSSO, 2010a, p 18). In addition,
Anchor Standard 4 emphasizes coherency
for developing and organizing a piece with
the audience and purpose in mind.
In the Anchor Standard 10, there is an
additional emphasis on time frames of
writing described as the concept of “Range”.
Range includes the expectation that students
write for a variety of purposes across
disciplines to demonstrate understanding
and content knowledge as well as
composing high quality literary pieces.
Range also includes the ability to write
extended pieces that go through multiple
revisions to shorter pieces to be completed
in a single sitting or shorter time frame and
high quality first drafts. Range includes
writing for a variety of purposes across
disciplines with careful consideration of
audience, purpose, and task. The CCSS lists
“range of writing” as an expectation in
grades 3-12 (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010a,
p 18). Table 2 displays this comparison of
the TEKS comprehensive knowledge and
skills statement and the way CCSS
integrated the process across four anchor
standards.
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Table 2
Comparison of Writing Process TEKS Knowledge and Skills Statement and CCSS CCR Anchor Standards
TEKS

CCSS

TEKS Writing Process Knowledge and Skills
Statement:
Students use elements of the writing process (planning,
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing) to compose
text.

CCSS: (Anchor Standard 4) Produce clear and coherent
writing in which the development and organization are
appropriate to task and purpose.
CCSS: (Anchor Standard 5) Develop and strengthen
writing as needed by planning, revising, editing,
rewriting, or trying a new approach.
CCSS: (Anchor Standard 6) Use technology, including
the Internet, to produce and publish writing and to
interact and collaborate with others.
CCSS: (Anchor Standard 10) Write routinely over
extended time frames and shorter time frames for a
range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and
audiences.

What are the Expectations for Genre?
Genre refers to the structure, form,
technique, or content used to categorize
texts (Harris & Hodges, 1995). Students
become knowledgeable about genre through
both reading and writing (Donovan &
Smolkin, 2002). Understanding structures
of genre can support students’ understanding
of a text even when they may not have
background knowledge on the content or
context because they can rely on “textual
schema” (Anderson, Pichert, & Shirey,
1983). This understanding helps students
not only set a purpose for writing but also
includes decisions about genres and forms
(Tompkins, 2009). Selecting an appropriate
genre gives form for conveying the intended
message to the audience, therefore
understanding genre supports both
knowledge building and communication.
What is Common?
Traditionally writing has focused on two
main genres: narrative and expository.
Therefore, it is not surprising that both the
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

TEKS and the CCSS address these two
genres (see Table 3). Because both sets of
standards are based on preparing students
for college and careers, it is noteworthy that
the strongest commonality between the two
sets of standards is the emphasis on
expository writing. Although CCSS uses
the term informative/explanatory writing,
there are grade-level expectations for
expository writing from K - 12 in both the
TEKS and CCSS. Because expository
writing is often accompanied by research,
both sets of standards emphasize research
skills as well.
Additionally, each set of standards expects
K-12 students to write texts that resemble
storytelling or a narrative structure. Both
sets of standards are in agreement on the
importance of literary narratives, and, in
both, there are student expectations for
narrative text structure and the genres within
it. The TEKS and CCSS both refer to real
and imagined narratives.
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What is Different?
While similar in structure and expectations,
the standards use different terminology to
describe the same text structure (see Table
3). For narrative structure, the TEKS use
the wording “literary text” (UTS/TEA,
2009, p. 32) while the CCSS uses the
wording “narratives” (NGA Center &
CCSSO, 2010a, p.18). The TEKS separate
“personal” writing in Grades 3-8
(UTS/TEA, 2009, p. 32), while the CCRS
address this by requiring students to “recall
information from experiences” in Grades K5 (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010a, p 19-21).
In the TEKS, writing expectations for
expository structure are referred to as
“expository and procedural texts”
(UTS/TEA, 2009, p. 33) and the CCSS use
“informative/explanatory texts” (NGA
Center & CCSSO, 2010a, p. 18). We find
these to be differences in terminology, not in
actual structure or application.
Differences in the Specificity of Subgenres
Because this article frames the comparisons
based on the organization of the TEKS, on
first glance at Table 3, it appears that the
CCSS neglect some genres and forms of
writing, such as poetry and letter writing.
While there are not specific student
expectations outlined for writing poetry and
other literary genres and forms, they are
addressed in Appendix A of the ELA CCSS.
Appendix A explains that the narrative
strand includes additional forms of narrative
writing including, but not limited to, creative
fiction, memoirs, poetry, autobiographies,
and science procedures (NGA Center &
CCSSO, 2010c, pp.23-24).
While the TEKS identify multimedia
presentations as an additional form within
expository writing starting at 6th grade
(UTS/TEA, 2009, p. 41), the CCSS integrate
multimedia expectations within the genre of
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informational writing starting at 4th grade
with the expectation that students will
“introduce a topic clearly and group related
information in paragraphs and sections;
include formatting (e.g. headings),
illustrations, and multimedia when useful to
aiding comprehension (NGA Center &
CCSSO, 2010a, p. 20). Additionally,
multimedia presentations are addressed
again in the Speaking and Listening strand
from Grades 6-12. So, while it might appear
that CCSS neglects some aspects that the
TEKS address specifically, it may be more
accurate to say that the expectations for subgenres are addressed in different ways with
the CCSS leaving sub-genres to teacher
discretion (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010c).
Table 3 represents the articulation of
specific grade level expectations for writing
pieces in specific genres from Kindergarten
through CCRS or CCR.
Additional Emphases in the CCSS on
Argument Writing
The TEKS refer to persuasive writing in
grades 2-12, while the CCSS expects
“opinion” writing in K-5 transitioning to
“argument” writing, which requires some
evidence to support a “claim”, in grades 612. The CCSS differentiate the genre of
argument (with counter argument) and
opinion (persuasive) writing. Appendix A
of the CCSS defines and describes the three
emphasized types, or genres, of writing:
argument, informational/explanatory, and
narrative. Argument is initially defined in
the first paragraph. Next, the
informational/explanatory writing is defined
with a paragraph followed by two
paragraphs comparing and contrasting
informational writing and argument. The
narrative writing is defined with a paragraph
and a small paragraph describing blended
genre finishes the definitions. What is
telling of the emphasis on argument in the
CCSS is the inclusion of a page-long essay,
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or argument, entitled “The Special Place of
Argument in the Standards”. This section
includes evidence to support argument as a
critical literacy of examining multiple
perspectives on a topic or issue not primarily
to persuade the reader, but with the
emphasis on critical thinking and decision
making, determining validity of both
thinking and resources, supporting thinking
with evidence, and anticipating counterclaims. In terms of the difference between
persuasive writing and logical argument,
logical argument is based more on the
quality of the argument, reasonableness, and
its support through credible evidence rather
than the credibility of the writer or
emotional appeal as in opinion writing.
Argument is considered central to being
prepared for both college and career (NGA
Center & CCSSO, 2010c, pp. 23-25).

Additional Emphasis on the Relationship
between Reading and Writing in the
CCSS
Additionally, the CCSS highlight the related
integrated nature of reading and writing
processes in Anchor Standard 9 which
states, “Draw evidence from literary or
informational texts to support analysis,
reflection, and research” beginning in grade
4 (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010a, p. 21).
For example when composing a narrative
text, 4th graders learning to deeply describe a
character through thoughts and actions using
text evidence in reading would be expected
to use those same skills to develop a
character in their narrative compositions.
High school students composing an
informational text would apply reading
processes evaluating the validity of an
argument and relevance and sufficiency of
text support for the claim to their own
argumentative writing.

Table 3
Comparison of the TEKS and CCSS Specific Grade-Level Expectations for Writing Genres
Genres and Sub-genres

Grade Levels K- 12 and CCRS/CCR

LITERARY
Literary Narrative
(Real or Imagined)

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

TEKS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

CCSS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CCRS/CCR

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Poetry
TEKS

CCRS/CCR

CCSS
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Script

K

1

2

3

4
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5

6

7

8

TEKS

9

10

11

12

CCRS/CCR

x

x

x

x

9

10

11

12

CCRS/CCR

CCSS
Personal Narrative

K

1

2

TEKS

3

4

5

6

7

8

x

x

x

x

x

x

CCSS
EXPOSITORY
Informative

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CCRS/CCR

TEKS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

CCSS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CCRS/CCR

x

x

x

x

x

Analytical (Essay Response to
Literature)
TEKS
CCSS
Letter, Procedural or Workrelated

K

TEKS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CCRS/CCR

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

CCSS
Response to Literary or
Expository Texts

K

TEKS
CCSS

CCRS/CCR
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K
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1

2

3

4

5

TEKS
CCSS
Persuasive (Opinion)

K

1

TEKS
CCSS
Argument
(Counter-Argument)

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CCRS/CCR

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CCRS/CCR

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

K

1

2

3

4

5

TEKS
CCSS
Research

K
TEKS
CCSS

x

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CCRS/CCR

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

What are the expectations for Research
and Inquiry?
The processes of questioning, exploration,
and inquiry are central to the writing
process. Writers discover what they know
about a subject through the process of
writing. They also explore their purposes
and goals for a piece of writing, and engage
in the questioning processes of inquiry
(Emig, 1971; Murray, 2009/1972). Elbow
(1973) asserts that people write their way
into knowing. Therefore, it would be
difficult to write a valid informational piece
or effective argument without research.
Even narrative writers conduct research for
real and imagined stories. Because of living
in the information age with knowledge and
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

CCRS/CCR

facts at our fingertips, conducting research
leads to a critical reading stance, too, as we
evaluate resources in terms of credibility
(Flanigan & Metzger, 2007). Both sets of
standards outline expectations for research,
but they are not all found within the writing
strand.
What is common?
The process of collecting information based
on questions is a focus of both sets of
standards from K-12. From the asking of
questions to gathering and evaluating
resources, research is part of writing.
Additionally each set of standards expects
the production of written texts to share the
findings of research. Expectations for
younger students are to work on class
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research projects with guidance and support.
In both sets of standards, third grade is
where individual projects are first expected
(see Table 4).
Both sets of standards also expect students
to use multiple resources to gather data and
emphasize “relevant” sources and
information in the knowledge and skills
statement or anchor standards. The use of
online or digital resources starts in third
grade in both standards. In the upper grades,
there is emphasis on learning to paraphrase
and avoiding plagiarism as well as
expectations to use “authoritative” resources
and correct citation formats (UTS/TEA,
2009, p. 57; NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010a,
p. 18).
What is different?
As the CCSS have a special place for
argument, the TEKS have a special place for
research. Texas demonstrates its significant
emphasis on research by positioning it in a
separate research strand. To be
comprehensive in this comparison, we have
included the research strand of the TEKS in
this examination of writing expectations.
Though both sets of standards have similar
goals for conducting research to gather
information and present findings, there is a
noticeable difference in orientation. The
TEKS appear to be more process based, and
the CCSS seem to be more information
based.
In the TEKS research strand, students are
expected to “know how to locate a range of
relevant sources and evaluate, synthesize,
and present ideas and information”
(UTS/TEA, 2009, p. 55). The expectations
for this strand are supported by four
Knowledge and Skills Statements that
highlight research as a process. From
Grades K-12, students are expected to ask
open-ended questions that they can pursue,
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initially as a class and individually by third
grade. By first grade and with support,
students clarify questions, evaluate
resources and organize information to create
a synthesis and present to intended audience.
There is also emphasis in the early grades
for gathering information from “natural and
personal” sources such as interviewing local
experts and making observations in the
natural world (UTS/TEA, 2009, p. 57).
In Grades 5-12, students set the purpose for
either written or oral products that present
their research according to their audience.
The emphasis on research as a process and
the focus synthesis building culminate with
presenting ideas and information in a variety
of formats options (UTS/TEA, 2009, pp. 5660). Table 4 is organized around the TEKS
Knowledge and Skills Statements for the
research strand and shows the grade levels at
which they are addressed in each set of
standards as well as alignment to college
and career standards. Although there are
K/1-12 grade-level standards in the TEKS
for each of the research processes listed, the
Texas CCRS do not explicitly state a goal
for synthesizing information and organizing
and presenting ideas.
The research expectations for the CCSS are
part of the writing strand and are grouped in
the sub-strand of “Research to Build and
Present Knowledge” (NGA Center &
CCSSO, 2010a, p. 18). There are three CCR
anchor standards within this sub-strand. The
cumulative nature of the standards is
exemplified here through Anchor Standard
7, “Conduct short as well as more sustained
research projects based on focused
questions, demonstrating understanding of
the subject under investigation.” (NGA
Center & CCSSO, 2010a, p. 18). In third
grade students are expected to conduct
research projects to “build knowledge
around a topic” (NGA Center & CCSSO,
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2010a, p. 21). Credibility and validity of
sources are emphasized by 6th grade and
avoiding plagiarism and correct citation
formats are emphasized at high school
levels. (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010a, pp.
42-44). CCSS emphasizes the importance
of text evidence to support a written thesis
through the application of grade level
reading standards to writing beginning in
Grade 4 and continuing through Grade 12
articulated in Anchor Standard 9, “Draw
evidence from literary or informational texts
to support analysis, reflection, and
resources.” (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010a,
p. 21).

When gathering resources in Grades K-2,
students are to “recall information from
experiences or gather information from
provided sources” (NGA Center & CCSSO,
2010a, p. 19). The emphasis remains on
information from personal experiences
through Grade 5 and the inclusion of print
and digital resources beginning at Grade 3.
The use of multiple resources begins at
Grade 6 as do the expectations for
evaluating trustworthiness and continues to
Grade 12. Because the CCSS are anchored
to their CCR standards, there is alignment of
research expectations through college and
career readiness as shown in Table 4.

Table 4
Comparison of the Grade-Level Expectations for Research and Inquiry
Grade-Level Expectations

Grade Levels K- 12 and CCRS/CCR

Research plan
TEKS

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CCRS/ CCR

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

CCSS
Gathering Sources

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CCRS/ CCR

TEKS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

CCSS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CCRS/ CCR

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
CCRS/ CCR

Synthesizing Information
TEKS
CCSS
Organizing and
Presenting Ideas

K
TEKS
CCSS

x

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

What are the expectations for use of
technology?
We live in a digital age with access to
myriad resources. Our current generation of
students was born into a knowledge-based
Texas Journal of Literacy Education
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society (Drucker, 1999; Davenport, 2005)
and never knew a time before the Internet.
Students can gather information with online
resources and collaborate with peers around
the corner or around the world using a
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variety of technology applications and
formats such as wikis, sharable documents,
and blogs to create and share content.
Writers can take advantage of the ease of
revision and editing within word processing
software that includes cut and paste features,
spelling and grammar tools as well as online
dictionaries, thesauruses and originality
checkers, which checks on plagiarism.

expectations that both print and digital
resources will be utilized from Grades 3-8
explicitly. Both sets of standards emphasize
“authoritative” sources in high school. As
mentioned earlier in the research
comparison, credibility and originality are
emphasized by both standards. The use of
online sources has made the teaching of
credibility another critical aspect of literacy.

Technology also affords the opportunity to
produce multimedia texts in a variety of
digital formats for presentations or
otherwise. Multimedia refers to the
integration of several media into one work
(Harris & Hodges, 1995). This may include
the integration of music, video, photographs,
and images with or without text to convey a
message. Digital and Web 2.0 tools provide
opportunities to expand audience reach of
both expression and content creation
through multimedia presentations.
Multimedia presentations are commonplace
in both school and the workforce and are
considered a skill for the 21st century as
evident by both sets of standards. We
compare and contrast technology
expectations in two ways: technology as a
research and process tool and technology as
a creation tool for multimedia presentations.

Technology for Creation. Additionally,
both sets of standards expect students to
create multimedia presentations. They both
introduce multimedia incrementally
beginning with one medium and adding in
more with increasing grade levels (See
Tables 6 and 7). There are multimedia
expectations specifically embedded in the
expectations for expository writing.

What is common?
Technology for Research. Because the use
of digital tools is part of popular culture,
higher education, and the workforce, it
makes sense that both the TEKS and CCSS
include the use of digital tools for resource
gathering and production of writing
products. The research strand of the TEKS
emphasizes gathering data from online
searches and electronic resources from
Grades 3-8. From Grades 9-12, the TEKS
do not make specific reference to online or
electronic resources, but we infer that this
continues to include online sources through
the end of high school. The CCSS sets the

What is different?
Technology for Research. In terms of tool
use, the TEKS specify the use of electronic
spelling resources explicitly in Grades 3-6 in
the Written and Oral Language strand.
From that point on, students are expected to
spell correctly using “various resources” for
proofreading. Because reference is made
specifically to online and electronic
resources in those earlier grades, we
interpret “various resources” to include
online options.
In the CCSS there is no explicit reference to
digital resources to aide in spelling. In the
Language strand, the expectations state that
students are to consult reference materials to
check and correct spelling, but there is no
reference to digital tools specifically. The
use of digital tools for writing process is
articulated in Anchor Standard 6 stating,
“Use technology, including the Internet, to
produce and publish writing and to interact
and collaborate with others” (NGA Center &
CCSSO, 2010a, p. 18). Starting in
Kindergarten, students are expected to use
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digital tools and collaborate with peers with
guidance from adults and culminate in
Grade 12 with “Use technology, including
the Internet, to produce and publish writing
and present the relationships between
information and ideas efficiently as well as
to interact and collaborate with others”
(NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010a, p. 46).
Within the grade specific expectations for
Anchor Standards 6, keyboarding skills
begin in Grade 3 and culminate in Grade 6
with a keyboard fluency expectation of at
least three pages in a single session.
Because the TEKS do not specify these
within the Writing or Research strand, these
integrated technology skills are not included
in Table 5. However, the TEKS do address
keyboarding and collaboration in the
technology TEKS that were implemented
during the 2012-2013 school year.
Technology for Creation. The TEKS
identifies multimedia a sub-genre of
expository and procedural texts. The Texas
Knowledge and Skills Statement for
expository writing states that students will
“write expository and procedural or workrelated texts to communicate ideas and
information to specific audiences for
specific purposes.” The expectations for
multimedia as a sub-genre begin in Grade 6
with the expectation to, “produce a
multimedia presentation involving text and
graphics using available technology.” At
the culmination of high school, that
multimedia expectation has expanded to,
“produce a multimedia presentation (e.g.,
documentary, class newspaper, docudrama,
infomercial, visual or textual parodies,
theatrical production) with graphics, images,
and sound that appeals to a specific audience
and synthesizes information from multiple
points of view” (UTS/TEA, 2009, p. 37).
This exit expectation includes additional
sub-genres, audience consideration, and
creating synthesis from a variety of
Texas Journal of Literacy Education

	
  

viewpoints. Table 6 includes the Texas
Knowledge and Skills Statement for
expository and procedural texts and details
the corresponding Grade 6 -12 expectations.
The CCSS treat multimedia as a literary
device to strengthen the understanding of
presentations as well as a tool for
collaboration, not a genre of its own. From
Grades 4-12, multimedia components should
be included “when useful to aiding
comprehension” and is reflected in this way
in Table 5. Multimedia is also included in a
way more similar to the TEKS in the
Speaking and Listening strand. Rather than
treat multimedia as a sub-genre, as with the
multimedia use within informational
writing, it is used a literary device for
strengthening the understanding of a
presentation. Anchor Standard 5 states,
“Make strategic use of digital media and
visual displays of data to express
information and enhance understanding of
presentations” (NGA Center & CCSSO,
2010a, p. 22). The CCSS stresses the
“strategic” use of multimedia for both
presentations and informational writing,
which is a difference of orientation. Table 7
illustrates the specific grade-level
expectations for this anchor standards
starting with Grade 5. The expectations for
multimedia prior to Grade 5 are adding
drawings and visuals, and then creating
auditory recordings starting of stories or
poems at Grade 2 (NGA Center & CCSSO,
2010a, p. 23).
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Table 5
Comparison of the Grade-Level Expectations for Use of Technology in Writing, Conventions, and Research
Strands and Grade-Level Expectations

Grade Levels K- 12 and CCRS/CCR

Writing
Write Expository and Procedural Texts

K

1

2

3

4

5

TEKS
CCSS

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

CCRS/CCR

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CCRS/CCR

x

x

x

x

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

CCRS/CCR

TEKS

x

x

x

x

x

x

CCSS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Oral and Written Conventions:
Spelling

K

1

2

TEKS
CCSS
Research: Gathering Sources

K

1

2

Table 6
Grade-Level Expectations of the TEKS for Multimedia Presentations
Grades 6-7

Grade 8

Eng. I - Eng. II

Eng. III - Eng. IV

TEKS Knowledge and Skills Statement for Writing/Expository and Procedural Texts:
Students write expository and procedural or work-related texts to communicate ideas and information to specific
audiences for specific purposes. Students are expected to:
(D) produce a
multimedia
presentation
involving text and
graphics using
available
technology.

(D) produce a
multimedia
presentation
involving text,
graphics, images,
and sound using
available
technology.

(D) produce a multimedia
presentation (e.g., documentary,
class newspaper, docudrama,
infomercial, visual or textual
parodies, theatrical production)
with graphics, images, and sound
that conveys a distinctive point of
view and appeals to a specific
audience.

(D) produce a multimedia
presentation (e.g., documentary,
class newspaper, docudrama,
infomercial, visual or textual
parodies, theatrical production)
with graphics, images, and sound
that appeals to a specific audience
and synthesizes information from
multiple points of view.
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Table 7
Grade-Level Expectations of the CCSS for Multimedia Presentations
Anchor Standard 5 in the Speaking and Listening (SL) Strand:
Make Strategic use of digital media and visual displays of data to express information and enhance understanding of
presentations.
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
Grades 9-12
SL.5 Include
SL.6 Include
SL.7 Include
SL.8 Integrate
SL.9-12 Make
multimedia
multimedia
multimedia
multimedia
strategic use of
components (e.g.
components (e.g.
components and
components (e.g.
digital media (e.g.,
graphics, sounds)
graphics, images,
visual displays in
graphics, images,
textual, graphical,
and visual displays
music, sounds) and
presentations to
music, sounds) and
audio, visual, and
in presentations
visual displays in
clarify claims and
visual displays in
interactive elements)
when appropriate to
presentations to
findings and
presentations to
in presentations to
enhance the
clarify information.
emphasize salient
clarify information,
enhance
development of
points.
strengthen claims
understanding of
main ideas or
and evidence, and
findings, reasoning,
themes.
add interest.
and evidence and to
add interest.

Conclusion: What Unites Us?
Teachers across the nation continue to
grapple with the increasing rigor of the
standards movement framed around College
and Career Readiness Standards whether
they are their state standards or the CCSS.
And, like it or not, their implementation
continues to be a messy, controversial,
political process at both the state and
national levels. As literacy conversations at
national conferences focus on CCSS, our
goal was to provide Texas teachers and
interested others with a better understanding
of how the two sets of standards compare
and provide some foundational knowledge
for their organization and orientation. Both
of these sets of writing standards emphasize
the importance of writing processes and
deep understanding of genres. The
importance of technology is also
acknowledged. Texas places a special
emphasis on research in the writing while
CCSS places a special emphasis on
argumentative writing. Both of these
emphases point to the increasing importance
of informational genres.
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Whether teaching in Texas guided by the
TEKS or in other states guided by their own
standards or by the CCSS, the bottom line is
preparing our students for a future in which
expectations continue to increase. The
CCSS have provided a context for national
conversations on rigor in which Texas
teachers can participate. We continue to
refine our teaching based upon the
increasing rigor of standards, new research
on teaching and learning, and collaboration
with peers. Our students need to be able to
compete and collaborate in a knowledgebased economy in which strong writing
skills and a critical stance are essential in
both higher education and in the workplace.
We need to equip them to navigate in a
world in which being literate in a variety of
ways is expected. They will need a compass
more than a map as the terrain they will
travel will be different from the one in
which we currently know, therefore focusing
on writing processes and critical thinking is
essential.
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Pat Jacoby is an independent literacy
consultant and well-known expert in
secondary literacy. She served on the TEKS
revision committee for the 2010 revisions
and was asked by the TALE TEKS/CCSS
task force to serve on this project. You may
contact her at
patjacoby@authenticlearning.com.
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Sheri Vasinda has served as secretary of
TALE and also serves on the editorial board.
She is a former Texas public school teacher
and currently an Assistant Professor of
Literacy at Oklahoma State University
serving on this special task force. You may
contact her at sheri.vasinda@okstate.edu.
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